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PARTICI PATION OF AMES RESEARCH CENTER 
IN THE MSC-4 EXPER IMENT 
Norman S. Johnson 
Ames Research Center 
- . 
N68-3176 0 
Ames Research Center is engaged in a specific laser research project 
to determine whether the backscattered light from the turbulent region can be 
used to detect clear-air turbulence. To solve this problem, it is essential first 
to understand the effect of the atmospherp. and atmospheric variations on laser 
propagation. This has led Ames to initiate an additional research program to 
study the effect of the atmosphere on laser transmission. Speoifically, the 
study will consist of comparing the signal propagated from the ground station 
to that reflected from an earth-orbiting satellite with corner reflectors. 
The laser transmitter and receiver, and the tracking equipment for ac-
complishing this task, have been developed by an Ames Research Center con-
tractor , Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., Pasadena, Calif. Although this equip-
ment was developed independently of the MSC-4 experiment , with minor 
modifications it will be able to receive the laser signal to be transmitted by the 
astronaut from the Gemini 7 spacecraft. When the modifications have been 
completed, it is planned to locate the Ames propagation experimental equipment 
at Kauai , Hawaii, for the purpose of participating in the MSC-4 experiment. 
The objectives of Ames' participation in the Gemini 7 laser experiment 
are listed in Figure 1. The first two, which are in direct support of the MSC-4 
experiment, are intended to increase the probability of obtaining the basic data 
of the voice communication signal. The third, fourth, and fifth objectives, 
which are independent of the " MSC-4 experiment, are slanted toward obtaining 
basic data on the effect of the atmosphere on a transmitted laser signal. 
A sketch of the experimental setup for the A mes propagation experiments 
is shown in Figure 2. The equipment will be mounted on two NIKE-AJAX track-
ing mounts. Both mounts will be slaved to a predetermined pointing command 
so that the equipment can be pointed along a predetermined trajectory. A laser 
signal will be directed toward a satellite that has corner reflectors, such as 
Explorer 22 , Explorer 27, and Geos 1. The signal will be reflected and directed 
toward its source. The velocity of the satellite will cause the position of the 
signal to shift slightly, and this is the reason for the two tracking mounts. The 
transmitter will be mounted on one and the receiver on the other in position 
appropriately to the fi1"st . 
Both continuous wave and pulse transmission characteristics will be 
evaluated. For this purpose a continuous wave (argon) and a pulsed (ruby) laser 
will be mounted on one pedestal. The othp,r pedestal will contain the receiver 
equipment. 
The experiment will give two-wave transmission data at 4880 A, 5300 A, 
o 
and 6943 A. These are the primary laser wavelengths and are related generally 
to high-power gas and solid-state laser systems. 
The equipment is a modification of the Ames propagation experimental 
setup. The GT-7 experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. Again, the equip-
ment consists of two tracking pedestals on which are mounted the laser trans-
mitter and receiver, as described previottsly. The transmitter is used as a 
visible beacon to enable the astronaut to detect the location of the receiver and to 
direct his transmItter towar,i it. The receiver is, therefore, mounted on the 
same pedestal as the ound transmitter. Because the second pedestal is 
available, a separ ' < • ceiver will be mounted upon it in the hope that a com-
parison of the two signals will provide additional pointing information. 
It is planned to retain the argon laser from the propagation experiment 
for the ground transmitter. The pulsed laser will be removed. Since the trans-
mitted signal from the spacecraft is from a gallium arsenide laser transmitting 
o 
at about 9000 A, some modification to the receiver was required to make it 
compatible with this laser. The equipment includes a 40. G4-cm (16-in. ) -dia. 
mirror, a 7102 photomultiplier, and a 117-A bandpass filter. 
It is planned to slave the pedestal containing the transmitter-receiver 
combination to the FPS-16 Gemini track radar at the Kauai site. The pedestal 
containing only the receiver will be slaved to the other pedestal. Total tracking 
errors are expected to be less than 40 seconds of arc, which is less than the 
transmitting laser beamwidth. It is planned to obtain data on the basic experi-
ment by recording the audio signal that will be transmitted over the Jaser beam. 
It is also planned to film the trace of the fast rise-time pulses on a high-frequency 
oscilloscope. A tape recorder will be used to record the pointing angle, time, 
range, laser demodulated audio signal, Gemini communication audio signal, and 
argon laser power output. 
The geographical location of the isi:'.nd of Kauai is shown in Figure 4. 
It is apparent that the Hawaiian Island chain is a readily identifiable landmark 
from orbit and affords a very early identification of the ground-based laser 
experiment site. The island of Kauai is large enough to be easily identified 
from orbit and should give the astronaut a readily identifiable target at which to 
generally point the laser in preparation for the fine pointing task. 
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The Kauai site is very advantageously located in latitude and affords 
coverage of a maximum number of orbits. This also allows the spacecraft to 
appear Significantly above the horizon, and thus data can be obtained for a wide 
variation in zenith angles. Data for high zenith angles will have a lower signal-
to-noise ratio, and if only this type of data is received, chances of mission 
succes.s are diminished. 
The Kauai site has additional advantages other than its geographical 
location. These are listed in Figure 5. The first two are concerned wit.h geo-
metrical location and have been discussed. The next three are concerned with 
the manner in which the natural attributes of the site contribute toward idealized 
sighting conditions. Because it is located away from any metropolitr.n area, 
thpre will be little interference from extraneous light sources, and thus there 
will be an optimum opportunity for laser pointing and communicatior. with the 
Gemini spacecraft during orbital passes at night. Investigations have shown 
that because of the atmospheric conditions near the island of Kauai, turbulence 
is not a problem. Without this undesirable parameter, the probability of the 
success of the experiment is increased. 
Initially there was some concern ()Ver the cloud cover known to be com-
mon over the Hawaiian Islands, but it was found that during the months of 
December and January the cloud cover is a minimum. Consequently, there is an 
excellent chance that the site will be free of cloud cover during the GT-7 experi-
ment. 
Kauai, furthermore, is a readily accessible NASA site containing some 
of the equipment necessary for the experiments. Because of the f:,otential changes 
in orbit due to astronaut-initiated nlaneuvers, the only method of obtaining track-
ing data accurate enough for laser pointing is to slave the experiment to a radar 
that is actually tracking the vehicle. The FPS available on Kauai is therefore 
a requirement. Also, a voice link is required for one of the Ames experiments, 
and direct voice communication to the space vehicle is available from Kauai. 
The experiments that A mes Research Center plans in connection with its 
partiCipation in the Gemini 7 laser experiment are shown in Figure 6. The basic 
experiment is to determine whether the astronaut aboard the Gemini spacecraft 
can point a laser at a ground receiver and communicate by voice. The experi-
mental setup for accomplishing this task has already been discussed in detail. 
The Gemini 7 experiment offers Ames Research Center the opportunity 
to gain additional data on the effect of the atmosphere on laser transmissions. 
For the Gemini 7 experiment signal variations will be caused by errors in 
3 
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pointing and variations in the far-field pattern of the transmitting laser. How-
ever, it is felt that if the higher amplitude pulses are used to represent signal 
propagation, the effect of the atmosphere on one-way transmission may be 
deduced. In addition, data on the effe£t of the atmosphere on laser propagation 
at a wavelength of 9000 A is desired. and the Gemini experiment offers an 
opportunity to obtain it. It is expected that this information will be extremely 
valuable in laser propagation research and will augment the existing Ames 
Laser Propagation Research Program. 
The most critical part of the planned MSC-4 experiment is the pointing 
of the spacecraft laser transmitter at the ground-based receiver witl1in its 3-
milliradian beamwidth. Data will be obtained on quality of transmission only if 
this task is perforri:ed successfully. It is desirable, however, to plan the ex-
periment to obtain data when a pointing error exists. 
To accomplish this it is planned to place the two pedestals of the laser 
propagation research equipment several hundred feet apart. As outlined 
previously, each will be equipped with an optical receiver. The signals from 
each receiver will be recorded to increade somewhat the chance of obtaining 
significant data and to estimate the astronaut's pointing error. 
The final experiment is proposed because the 100-nanosecond optical 
pulse from the injection laser aboard the spacecraft is well above the highest 
frequency refractive index fluctuations in the atmosphere. Therefore, there 
are no changes in refractive indices during the time the laser pulse travels 
through the atmosphere. Because the laser pulse does not change shape due to 
refraction, it can be focused sharply on a film and will trace a series of dots as 
a function of time. Because of changes in the refractive index of the atm(;sphere, 
however, the line will not be straight. But a mean straight line can be obtained 
statistically, and a measure of the variation in the refraction index can be 
obtained from the deviations of the actual dot from this line. The statistical data 
on frequency and amplitude of these deviations thus obtained can be correlated 
with theory. It should be noted that a laser offers a unique opportunity for this 
experimentation, since the requirement of a pulsed intense source rules out a 
natural celestial environment. 
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• PROVIDE A BACK - UP RECEIVER FOR THE 
MSC -4 EXPERIMENT 
• PROVIDE AN ADDITIONAL COMMUNICATION 
OPPORTUNITY TO THE ASTRONAUT 
o 
• COLLECT PROPAGATION DATA AT 9010 A 
FOR ARC. LASER PROPAGATION STUDIES 
• PROVIDE DATA FROM ANOTHER LOCATION 
FOR A.R.C. LASER PROPAGATION STUDIES 
• PERFORM ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
ON LASER BE':;'M SIGNATURE AND 
ATMOSPHF~IC REFRACTION 
rr.aurE 1. OBJE~TIVr;" OF THE A.R. C. GEMINI 7 LASER EXPERIMENT 
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FIGURE 2. LASER PROPAGATION RESEARCH EXPERIMENT 
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• EASILY IDENTIFIED FROM ORBIT 
• LAT!TUDE IS CENTR ~LLY LOCATED 
RELATIVE TO THE G T ··7 ORBIT 
• LOW ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE 
• LOW SKY ILLUMINATION 
• MINIMUM CLOUD COVER IN DECEMBER 
AND JANUARY 
• EASILY ACCESSIBLE 
• NASA SITE 
• GEMINI TRACKING RADAR (FPS -16) AVAILABLE 
• DIRECT COMMUNICATiON LINK AVAILABLE 
FIGURE 3. ADVANTAGES OF KAUAI SITE 
• BASIC EXPERIMENT OF VOICE COMMUNICATION 
• OBTAIN DATA IN ONE-WAY LASER 
o 
PROPAGATION AT 9010 A 
@ EVALUATION OF LASER POiNTING ACCURACY 
• MEASUREMENT OF REFRACTION INDEX 
FIGUf. J. PLANNED A.R. C. LASER EXPERIMENTS FOB. GEML'iI 7 
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RADOT, 60. 96-CM (24-1 N.) MULT IMODE TELESCOPE AND 
FUTURE FAC IliT 1 ES 
Walter J. Carrion 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
As optical communication technological advances and practical deep-
space commWlication systems become a reality, the present tracking instru-
mentation becomes obsolete. No longer can we think in terms of preCision 
cinetheodolite angle measurements obtained by accurately reading out the 
tracking error and correcting the angle data information. To transmit and/or 
receive at data rates .1.11 the order of 107 bits per second at interplanetary dis-
tances, laser communicatioll techniques may empl,vy diffractiorrlimited optics 
that will need to be pointed with an accuracy equal to or bett~r than the dif-
fraction beam spread. 
Precision computer steering will be required to take into account the 
earth's rotation about its axis and the earth:s orbit about the sun as well as 
the velocity of the satellite because the transit time to send information from 
interplanetary distances can no longer be neglected. Precision trackirlg 
instrumentation \\ .. il move into a new era, from passive data to real-time data 
to the era where instrumentation will have to be at least one step ahead of 
real time; that is, we need precision predicted position pOinting. The Optical 
Systems Branch of the Tracking and Data Systems Directorate of the Goddard 
Space'Flight Center has pioneered in precision laser tracking of spacecraft. 
The actual field experience in tracking the S-66 satellite, being directly 
associated with the field problems of acquisition, tracking, and data handling, 
has enabled the Optical Systems Branch to modify instrumentation under de-
velopment as well as plan future instrumentation to meet the research and 
development program and operational requirement for a deep-space optical 
communication network. 
To meet the immediate requirements for the laser tracking experiment, 
a Nike-Ajax system was modified by adding shaft angle encoders, water cooled 
laser, telescope receiver, programmer, and the guiding scopes (Fig. 1). This 
system in the program mode tracks the satellite well within the laser beam 
divergence angle and is successfully tracking the S-66, receiving as much as 
92 percent return of the transmitted pulses during a single pass. 
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The Real-time Automatic Digital Optical Tracker (RADOT) i3 a pre-
cision computer controlled optical tracker (Fig. 2). The x-y mount has been 
developed and fabricated to an accuracy of two seconds of arc. The system has 
been delivered and installed in the Goddard Optical Research Facility. Field 
evaluation tests are currently being set up. 
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the RAooT system. An image orthicon 
sweeps the focal plane of the opti:::al system and, in conjunction with the com-
puter, measures the position of the centroid of the image as well as the image 
offset. Simultaneously, the shaft angle position is fed into the computer. The 
computer in real time converts the angle information to develop a tracking 
error signal as well as corrects the angle information for the amount of tracking 
error measured by the image orthicon. 
The multimode mount system has been developed as a research tool to 
support the R& D programs of the Optical Systems Branch (Fig. 4). The mount 
has an equatorial and an x-y mode. The mount and optics for this system have 
just been completed aild installed in the observatory. Integration of the mount 
and drive system is currently under way and is scheduled for operational use 
by F~bruary of 1966. The optical system consists of four diff~rent configura-
tions. 
Figure iJ shows the Cassegrain system, which has a primary Cassegrain 
focal length of 1270 cm (500 in.) with amplification in steps of 1270 cm (500 
in.) to a maximwn of 6350 cm (2500 in.). Provisions have been designed for 
~he main tube to carry two experimental packages weighing up to 90. 6 kg (200 
Ibm) each. These packages can be mounted on the top and bottom of the main 
trunnion support casting. 
Figure 6 shows the optical system converted to a 335.28-cm (132-in.) 
focal length Newtonian system. 
Figure 7 shows the optical system converted to 254-cm (tOO-in.) focal 
length, Baker reflector-corrector system having a corrected 60 field of view. 
The described instrumentation provides the research tools to conduct 
controlled optical commWlication experiments as well as field evaluate newly 
developed systems. New advances in laser technology like the 10.6 micron 
and the argon ion laser with several watts output promise a laser communica-
tion system within a few years. 
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To fully support NASA's planned R&D programs, a Southwestern Optical 
Research Facility is needed. This facility will consist of a large aperture 
telescope and associated instrumentation designed specifically for conducting 
communication experiments in conjunction with interplanetary mis.:;ions in ad-
dition to supporting NASA's planetary studies and investigation. Integrated in 
the GSFC tracking network, it will serve as an operational station when high 
data rate communication systems become a reality. 
Under an established OART/SRT task, "Southwestern Optical Research 
Facility," the Optical Systems Branch of the Goddard Space Flight Center is 
conducting a site survey in southern California. From weather records of the 
past 10 years, geological data, observat< ry seeing studies, etc. three tentative 
sites have been selected. A Goddard team is presently investigating the sites 
from a construction and facility point of view. Specifications have been written 
for the instrumentation required to conduct on-site seeing studies. A contract 
will be made for a team to conduct the seeing studies while the facility design 
criterion document is being prepared for man-power an:l budgetary purposes. 
This facility, in cOP-junction with the present Goddard Optlcal Research 
Facility, and any other available facility, will give us the instrumentation and 
facility necessary to conduct earth-to-satellite-to-earth experiments, station 
switchover experiments, high data rate transmission and receiving experiments, 
and allied experiments such as preciSion pointing, field evaluation of modulating 
and demodulating techniques, and many others. 
Present astronomical observatories cannot support our optical com-
munication programs. Besides being overcommitted for astronomical studies, 
the astronomical telescope differs in tracking rates and precision pointing. 
In general, it lacks computer servo control capabilities to position instrumenta-
tion to predicted position rather than pointing at a specific targJt. 
A Southwestern Optical Research Facility is an important research and 
operational station to all NASA Centers. To carefully study NASA's require-
ments to determine the type of instrumentation to be developed and plan the 
facility for future operational requirements to support the deep-space optical 
communication mission, it is suggested that a NASA space optical research 
working group be formed. The working group should consist of representatives 
from each NASA Center who are actively engaged in optical communication R& D 
programs from which future requirements are generated. 
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It is realized that we are several years from having an operational deep-
space optical communication system but I feel certain it will become a reality. 
It will require some five to seven years to design and construct an operational 
facility such as the Southwestern Optical Research FaCility. We feel that the 
program is vital to NASA's future deep-space rrissions. 
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FIGunE 1. TRANSMITTING LASER AND RECEIVING TELESCOPE, 
MOUNTED ON A MODIFIED NIKE-AJAX RADAR PEDESTAL 
FIGURE 2. REAL-TIME AUTOMATIC DIGITAL OPTICAL TRACKER 
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ANALYSIS OF A TEN-MICRON COMMUNICATleN SYS ;"l:M 
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th ' a. umption of infor :nati n th 'ory. Fr m inform lion th ' ry , n ' can 
s tabLi ' h that th bit rat B' f quation (1) rcquir s at L 'n t n ba ndwi Ith J, 
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It i s en fr m quation 1) tha t for a given powe r in ident n th r -
ceiv r and a given r ceive r bandwidth , on will hav alar r ignal - to-noise 
r atio n for ((j WDr fr quency ~a r . It s hould b noted that quation (1 ) and th 
laU l' s ta t ment do not hold when 
hIJ 
kT ~ 1 + hIJ 
e kT 
i. e . . not in the 1'1' mic ro wav or miUim te l' wave range . Par n~h tica Uy , 
n ithe r does equa tion (2) l' mai n va lid in th r f micr owave and millim tt: r r ange. 
Thi i iUu trated in Figure 1 whi c h s ho w r eceiv "r ca pabIlity ov r th us ful 
p ctral r ang . 
One can conc lude from equation (1 ) that neglecting availabiUt of lasers. 
trans mitter poiming acc uracy. trans mitter a nt-> nna ga in . atmo phe ric a bsorp-
tion .a nd a tmo ph ric coh r enee c!i turbance one i be tter off working at fr fJ -
qucnc i in U1 E: r a ng' ru) ~ kT or v = 6 x 1012 Hz (,\ = 50 mic r ons ) . At this wave-
!1 ,th th rm al nOIse beo'in s to predo minate . 
'v\ next conce rn urse lv s with th two practical param te l's: (1) 
practical te lescope apertures and consequ ntly lase r trans mitt r antenna gains 
and (2) prac tical limita tions of pointing 1a e r tran mittel'S. It is r ason;:- bl 
to a um that pointing appara tus pres ently exist to Hher track fro m the 
grow1d or a sa t lUte to within two ar c second. \i e a l 0 a sume that presently 
, is ti ' lg fabrication methods permit the us of infra r cd diffraction-limited tel e -
cope with ap rtu re of at least one m te l'. till negl. c tin g the practical limi-
ta tion of the ava ilabili ty of la e rs throughout th ... pectra l range . we ar forc ed 
to as k the qu tion: To how Iowa frequency can one go with one-mete r ape rture 
t lescop and have las r transmitter ant nna gain equival nt to two arc 
s conds bea m dive r g nc 't The a nswe r . from the diffraction-:l.imit equa tion is 
a la r tran mi tte r in th ten-micron r gion . I would like to s tr ss tilat the 
prec ding a nalysis is not an ipso facto res ult from rece nt startling lase r de -
v lopments in the tn-micron r gion--th carbon dioxide lasers which a r e 
capable of hi )'h pow l' e ffic iency a nd monochromaticit r 41. 
Th r e a re three ma jor re maining proble ms with which to be concerned: 
(1) atmos pheri c absorption and s catte r , (2) dis tortion of the plane i ophas 1 
urfae of the tran mitted b am by the a tmosphe r e and (3 ) Doppl l' hift of the 
t rans mitted bea m caus in g larg e1 iffe re nc fr equ ncy in the optical mixe r. The 
fi r " t of thes e probl ms can be dis mi s eel fr om the r esults of the ma ny DOD 
inirared -propagation s tudie whi ch have s hown th ten- micron range to exhibit 
les s absorption and s catter than th · vis ual range . As to t!le s cond of these 
1 
problems it has been shown theoretically r 51 and verified experimentally [6 , 71 
that the coherence ap rture of a beam propagated through the atmo phere vari s 
wit.h the 6/5th power of the wavelength. This results in a projected coh r ncE' 
ar a at ten microns larger than the one-meter aperture telescopes to be pro-
po d. The third of hese problems , but the most stringent, is the requirem nt 
on response time of optical mLxers. In the experiments that will be discussed , 
Doppler shifts up to 500 MHz will be experienced. Bulk photodetectors do exist 
in the ten-micron range which have sufficiently fast minority carrier mobilities 
to obtain 450 MHz bandwidth photomixers r 81. It is theoretically possible , 
although it has not been verified in the infrared range, to generate optically track-
ing local oscillators from Brillouin scattering (parametric interaction) by rotat-
ing the interaction crystals [9, 10]. This will alleviate the problem of needing 
photomixers with response times higher than 10-8 seconds. 
In brief summation, the reasons for choosing the ten-micron range for 
optical commun 'cation experiments in contradistinction to the visual rang are: 
(1) better lasers (2) large coherence areas , (3) coherence areas compatible 
with diffraction limit of sC!opes, (4) diffraction limit of scopes compatible with 
their tracking accuracy , ( ) high quality (accuracy) optics are not needed (6 
best atmospheric window , (7) maller Doppler shifts, and (8) less power per 
information bit required at the receiver. 
The fo11m ing parameters are within the realm of realization f0r te leme-
try links between a Mars-probe-borne laser and receivers on the earth: 
Transmitter: 
pointing accuracy of laser - two arc seconds 
aser output pow r at 10.6 microns - 100 watt cw 
electrical 'power input to the laser - 2000 watts 
laser modulator power - 0 watts 
laser modulator bandwidth - 2 MHz 
laser transmitter gain antenna - 1 meter aperture 
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H ceiver: 
r ece ive r antenna - 1 meter aperture (Cassegrainian) 
r c iv r tracking accur, c - two arc s (' nds 
optical mi.x r qua ntum eHicienc - 20 percent 
optical mix r mi match - VSWR of 5 
optical mix r bandwidth - 1 GHz 
optical local oscillator powe r - 20 dBm 
i. f. tracking bandwidth - 10 Mllz 
inform?tion bandwidth - 5 1Hz 
base bandwidth - 1 kHz (laser short te rm stability of 3 x 1010) 
Figure 2 shows the para '11eters of th rang equation for a typical 
10. 6-micron laser s te rn and r ecei ve r capability. 
In ord r to d velop equipme nt for and stablish the practicality of th 
previously discus ed telem try link , we propose to tran mit signals to Echo II 
and· to receive the cho of these signal:; a t various locations on the earth. The 
first experim nte:-. will be done using a rec ive r s uperimpoE"'d wit~ tlJe trans-
mitt r and with onl a udio modulation of th transrllitted signal. In this mode of 
op ration , a portion of the transmitted, lmmodulat d s ignal can be used for a 
local oscillator . Thus , phase , fr equency , and amplitude fluctuations caused by 
laser instabili ty, atmosph ric pe rturbations . a nd nonspecularity of Echo n can 
be established . 
Although xtensive development is required in gener al for the instru-
mentation discussed eq uipment is PI' sently a lmost ready to do the first phase 
of the Echo n experiment , i. . • th transce iver mod of opt!ration. 
Figure 3 shows the r etuTn signal power from Echo II for tracking condi·· 
tionu that will be expected. Figure 4 s ho .vs the tra nsceiving equipment which 
has already be n d s igned for coh r ent r ceiver studies with he lium-neon lasers . 
With only slight modification . this equipment can h used \i itl' 10. 6-micron 
lasers . Figure 5 shows a block diagram of a possibl · configuration of the equip-
ment needed. 
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Figure 6 shows the thermal e ffects in the infrared spectra of Echo ll. 
In the receiving system one has a choice be tween (1) using a 450-MHz-
wide i. f. amplifier and det3ctor (2) tuning s idebands of part of the transmitted 
signal for a tracking L. O. and consequently having a fixed i. f. , or (3) tuning 
i. f. of the optical mixer from 0 to 450 MHz . The three choice are in order 
of increasing difficulty and will be tried in that order. 
Appendix 
Signal and Noise Relations in Optical Detectors 
A detecto , such as a photoemissive diode photo-junction diode, or an 
extrinsic photor sistor , gives off an e lectron for an absorbed photon. An ideal 
detector is one which produces at the output terminals of the de tector one e lec -
tron for every photon incident. t,: The basic circuit used in the detection process 
is shown in the following diagram. 
Zo RECEIVER 
FIGl RE 7. BASIC CIRCUIT FOR CURRENT SOURCE DETECTOR 
"i" is the current source equivalent to t e current generated in the 
photoemission process. "G" is an equivalent amplifier for the photomultiplica-
tion. "Req" and "Ceq" are the E:quivale nt capacitance and resistaltce of the 
photodetector. 
It will be assum d that the frequency of the current , W , will satisfy 
~~ Thol:>e who approach detection from the quantum electrodynamic point of view 
where detection electrons are obtained from the creation and a nnihilation of 
photons also put the r es triction on the ideal detector that its di mensions be less 
than the photon wavelength. We chose to deal ¥ith the practical detector sizes 
and degrade our output signal power by the ph:lse differe nce between the current 
generated at two points on the detector separated by an appreciable part of a 
photon wavelength. 
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- » R C 
w eq eq 
i. e. we are not limited by the time constant of the detector. 
Photoresistive detectors s uch as the metal doped germanium cannot be 
represented with the equivalent circuit of Figure 7. There is no diode effect , 
and a bias is required sincc the resistivity is changed by the incident light. The 
minimum d t ctable signal for coherent detection and the noise analysis is only 
slightly different from that for diodes r 11, 121. 
Suppose a steady str am of photons is incident on a detector at an average 
rat n photons/ sec. The root mean square deviRtion of the number of photons 
from the average, at a rate between v and v + 6v is r 13 141 
n = -J 2 n 6v 6v 
The same statistics apply for photoelectrons emitted from the photocathode. 
(3) 
The current resulting from a flux of n(t) photons/ sec on the photosurface before 
amplification is 
i (t) = ~. (t) ef/ . 
"e" is the electronic charge and f/ is the quantum efficiency. 
In terms of current , expression (3) is 
n = J 2 -L DV 
eT/ 
(4) 
(5) 
Again applying equation (4 ) the root mean square deviation of the current at 
a rat between v and v + 6v is 
I . 
i ;: = ef/ ,.,j 2 _1 6v. 
vv eT/ (6) 
With proper matching to the receiver the power input to the receiver between 
frequencies v and v + 6j) will be 
1. i R G2 = R G2 ef/ 1 6v 2 OJ) eq E'q 
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The current may be caused by several sources: is due to the laser signal; ilo 
due to a laser local oscillator (if any); ib due to background illumination; lo t' 
id due to dark current. The total shot noise power to be expected in the receiver 
witt. bandwidth B is 
P = G2 R eT/ B (i + '1 + 1 + 1. ) . 
shot noise eq s 10 d 0 (7) 
Another contribution to the noise is the current arising from the beating 
of the local oscillator with the background radiation having the same isophasels 
and wavelength as the signal. In practice this con.tribution is too small to con-
sider further here. 
Finally, we must include the thermal contribution to the noise. The 
noise out of the receiver of Figure 7 due to thermal effects is 
where K is Boltsman's constant and B is the bandwidth of equation (7). IIl'eq" 
is the temperature of a fictitious resistor with value Zo of Figure 7. The nolse 
power within the bandwidth B at RF from a resistor R delivered to a matched 
load is KTB. Therefore, the Teq is defined as the temperature of a fictitious 
resistor on the input terminals of the receiver that will simulate the noise 
generated iDside the receiver, plus the actual thermal noise of the detector r 15] . 
The receiver thermal noise will be the dominant thermal source in most cases 
except, perhaps, when liquid helium cooled masers and parametric amplifiers in the 
the t!HV range are used. Notice that this noise appears at the output of the 
detector and, therefore, is not acted upon by its gain. 
For establishing the current due to the signal we consider first a situa-
tion in which the detector is illuminated simultaneously by a signal and local 
oscillator; they are plane polarized in the same direction and have the same 
isophasel surface. The power absorbed by the detector is 
P (t) = [E (t) + El (t)] 2 AfT , 
s 0 Po 
where E is the signal electric field at the det:ector, 
s 
Elo is tile local oscillator electric field at the detector, 
Fto the admittance of free space, and 
Po 
A is the detector area. 
(9) 
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This is equivalent to th arrival of photons at a rate ~~t) photons per second , 
and th resultant generated current would be 
i (t) = en I ~f~) I . (10) 
Equations (9) and (10) give 
i(t) = ~AJ~[E2(t)+E2(t) + 2E (t) Elo(t»). 
hv Il s 10 s (11) 
Only the last term in the brackets contributes to signal current at the i. f. 
frequency. Ws - 10 I · If the electric field at the various frequencies is repre-
sented as 
W 
. 
E = E sin( w.t+--=-X+O.) , 
o 1 c 1 
i(t) = i (t) + i l (t) + i.fcos Iw - WI I t SOl S 0 ( 12) 
where 
i. f =J21 i l 1 s 0 ( 13) 
The average output powe r d livered to a matched load, after the tube gain acts 
upon the current, would be 
- - 1.. 2 P' f - 2 l' f R G . 1 1 eq 
The signal-to-noise ratio can now be obtained by combining quation 
(14) . equation (7). and equation (8). 
1. G2 R 
-2 I. f 
/ 
_ 1 eq 
S N - K T B + e G~ B -R--'~(i-+-i-+-i-+-i -)-
eq eq _ s 10 b d 
or from equation (13), 
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( 14) 
(15) 
1 i l G
2 R 
I - s 0 eg S N - K T B + e G2 B R 'i + 1 + i + 1 ) 
eq eq ~ s 10 b d 
(16) 
This is the general expression usually seen for photodetector Si N r 16 , 17 , 1 1. 
The usual conditions of heterodyne detection r equire that the L. O. be 
sufficiently inte nse that 
and 
e G2 R B 11 > K T B. 
eq 0 eq 
Under thes e conditions, equation (1b) r educes to 
i 
s S/ N=-
e B 
Incorporating equation (10) , 
'17 Ps 
S/N = ---
n v B 
The incident power that results in a SiN of unity is 
p. = h v B. 
mm 11 
( 17 ) 
(1 8) 
( 19) 
The results are very similar for the extrinsic se miconductor for photo-
r esistive de tec tors. When the detector time constants are take n into considera-
tion . one will get r 11/ 
1111a P s 
sl N = -------""----"'---
hlJ~B(1+ w ·fT ) , 
1 0 
(20) 
Where TO is the \ arrie r lifetime , 11a is fractional absorption by th detector. 
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This tr atm ~ nt a l a includ s th ca of illr ct (or incoh r nt) nv lope 
d t ction , in th ab en of a 1 cal oscillator, In t ad of an i. f. i 'nal. we 
con ider d tecting' a i 'nal at a modulation fr qu ncy , within a Dandwidth B. In 
quation (L) . w houLd r plac iff \i ith m2? , wh l' m i th modulation ind 
and s t ilo - 0, Th exprc ion for I N b com s 
! m 1 2 2 R 
_ 2 s eq 
I N - K T B + 2 e G2 13 n (T '" 1 + 1) . 
eq q b d 
(21) 
In the ab ence of a local 0 cillator , w cannot arbitrarily neg-Ie t te rm 
in th d nominator. If the det9ction proc ss we l' Limit d by th rmal nois , 
K T B '>'> 2 e r:2 B R (I' + l' + ' ) eq " \. q s b 1 d • 
,'4uation (21) b comes 
1 2 en - 2 2 
- m (.:::..:L P ) G R 
2 hv 
sl N = --~-: -'-T-::""'B---
eq 
Th pow r \ hieh i qui val nl to til noise in this ca i 
P = 
np m 
hv .j2KTB 
Gry R 
( 22) 
(23) 
(24) 
Thi i th e common param te l' us ed for a fi J'ur of xc Lience in IR de t "'ctors. 
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MIROS stands for Modulation Inducing Retrodirective Optical System. 
The system described in this paper is an outgrowth of the original MlROS con-
cept and is called Spherica l MIROS. The intended application for Spherical 
MIROS is as a means of laser communication relay via satellite . The system 
may be considered as an optical analog to the Echo satellites. That is , the 
Spherical MIROS syste m relays communications from one ground ~tation to 
another dis tant station via reflection of electromagnetic radiation from a passive 
satellite. 
Figure 1 illustrates the system concept for a communication link from 
an orbiting sate llite to a ground station. As shown, the ground station, which 
consists of a laser mounted on an optical tracking theodolite , directs a narrow 
cw gas laser beam at the satellite. The satellite , which is equipped with a 
retrodirective o:')tical system, reflects some of this radiation b2 Jk to the ground 
station. The ground station is equipped with a telescope that collects the re-
flected radiation and focuses it on a photomultiplier. Up to this point , the sy~­
tern is quite similar to the S-66 and Geos laser satellite tracking systems. 
However , the pulsed ruby laser has been replac'~d by a cw gas laser , and the 
cube corner panels of S-66 have been replaced by a new type of retrodirective 
system. 
Figure 2 shows the configuration of this new retrodirector. The panels 
of hundreds of small cube corners are replaced by a single Bouwer's corrected 
concentric optical system. Basically, the system performs very much the same 
as a sphe "!'ical mirror with a second concentric spherical mirror placed in its 
focal plane . The two corrector plates are used only to correct for the spherical 
aberration of the primary mirror. The dotted lines indicate the paths of rays 
pas sing through the system. Optically, the system performs identically to an 
optical cube corner; that is . a ray directed into it is reflected in a direction 
parallel to but opposite in sense to its original direction . It has approximately 
the same optical efficiency as a cube corner and can be designed to operate 
over wide angles of acceptance. One important difference should be noted; the 
radiation must always strike the focal plane mirror. Therefore, if the reflec-
tivity of the focal plane could be controlled, the eifective reflectivity of the entire 
entrance pupil of the system can be controlled. Because the area of the focal 
plane mirror is much smaller than the entrance pupil , there is an effective 
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magnification of controlled area over controlling area. This magnification for 
most of the designs consid.~red is on the order of six to eight times. " 
By varying the reflectivity of the system . the amount of ligh" _,--flected 
back to the ground receiver will be amplitude modulated. If ~ sinusoidal modu-
lation is imposed on the re.tlected rad'Lation, the output of the receiver photo-
multiplier will respond accordingly and can be handled in the same manner as 
the voltage generated on a r adio antfllma. 
The manner in which the reflectivity of the focal plane mirror is varied 
is shown in Figure 3. The modulator consists of two closely spaced concentric 
elements. The first element is a spherical beam splitter whose rear surface 
is coated to transmit 2/3 and reflect 1/ 3 of the light incident. The second 
element is a mirror whose surface is spherical and concentric to the beam 
splitter. The initial separation of the elements is a few wavelengths of light. 
On the rear surface of the mirror . a piezoelectric element is mounted and 
connected to tile modulator frame in such a manner that the piezoelectric crystal 
thickness controls the separation of the 'O!lements. By applying voltages to the 
crystal the element spacing may be vari~d, causing the phosE' lag Jetween the 
wavefronts reflected from the beam splitter and mirror to change correspond-
ingly. The effect is to create interfercnce between the wavefronts thereby 
effectively changing the reflectivity of the system . 
Figure 4 shows a cross section of the first prototypf> of this system. 
The aspheri :. corrector was not included in this unit. The prototype was first 
successfully operated late in 1964 and has been modulated at all frequencies 
between 10 kHz and 500 kHz. The depth of modulation , however is poor at 
most frequencies . and the system perfor ms best at its resonant frequency (60 
kHz). At resonance , the depth of modutation is about 30 to 35 percent. Because 
the resonance is not sharp the carrier lllodulation may be amplitude modulated 
at frequencies up to about 10 kHz with reasonable success. Satisfactory music 
has been picked up by reflecting a laser beam from the prototype. 
Figure 5 shows the test setup used. ?...u.se frequency modulation teleme-
try signals hlive also been successfully imposed on a beam reflected from the 
Spherical MIROS retrodirector . Power consumption for the system including 
all 01 the losses in the driver amplifier , signal generator etc., is app~'oxi­
mately 1. 75 W by measurement. Less than 200 mWare actually dissipated in 
the modulator. 
To further illustrat'O! capabilities of the Spherical MIROS system , the 
equation for energy received by the ground receiver will now be discussed. 
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Figure 6 how the equation for energy r eceiv d by the ground rec iv rand 
describ th te rms involve(i in th calculation. A great r insight to the des ign 
of the sy s,tem is obtained by factoring the equation into groups of terms each 
group pertaining to a singl design proble m. As shown in Figure 6, fi e basic 
groups may be obtained. These groups p rtain to transmitter des ig11 , sat llit 
d si n r ec iver de ign atmospheric transmission, and orbit parame t rs , in 
that rde r . 
To maximize the fir. t te rm the laser power must be maximized and the 
transmission beam divergence minimi ze.d . . Because transmission beam diver-
gence is limited to 4 arc seconds or gr:eater by obtainable tracking acc uracy 
and laser power is limited to about 10 W by present laser technology , this group 
of t rm cannot be modifi d gr eatly. The third te rm indicates that the only 
impor tant parame te r of the r eceiver telescop is its area and the fourth t rm . 
atmospheric transmission,is fixed by station location. The fifth term is deter-
mined by th orbit selected for the sate llite. 
The second group is the most important group in the equation. It is this 
group that must be controlled to make up for the fixed values of the other four. 
I have chosen to call this group of terms " Re tromittance " and denote it by the 
Greek letter IJI (Psi). Figure 7 shows the Retromittance term. The area may 
be r eplaced by a function of the diameter. The beam divergence may a lso be 
r eplaced by a function of the diameter. When these values are substituted into 
the equation we find that Retromitta ce is proportional to the diameter of the 
system to the fow'th power , and inversely proportional to the wave length squared. 
For this reason , it is essentia l that the diameter b as great as possible and 
that as short a wavelength as possible be used. To illus tra te this le t us com-
pare the performance of an array of ?. 54-cm (i-in . ) diameter modulators to 
one 50. 8-cm (20-in. ) diameter modulator. Because the Retromittance is the 
fourth power of the ratio of diameters , the 50. 8-cm (20-in. ) diameter is 
204 = 160 000 times as effective, or alternately 160 000 2. 54-cm (2-in.) modu-
lators would have to be ass mbled to equal the single 50. 8-cm (20-in . ) dia me te r 
modulator . 
A sample power calculation for a synchronous orbiting Spherical MIROS 
is shown in Figure d. With this power level , a ')andwidth of approximately 
one MHz should be possible . The modulators presently available do not permit 
modulation of this bandwidth , but it is expected that better modulation techniques 
developed in the future may be able to utilize a greater portion of this bandwidth 
than is prese ntly possible. A Pockel' s cell modulator is under study for higher 
modulation capability . As the available powe r increases bandwidth should in-
crease to at least tens of MHz. 
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To use th Spherical MIRO.., system as a ground-to-ground relay system, 
furth r equipment must be ' dd d t.o th satellite. As shown in Figure 9, Station 
A transmits a moduh: ~d information carrying la~er beam to th satellite. The 
receiver aboard the 8ate~lit s nses the laser b~am, ~mplifies the modulation, 
and uses it to drive th SphcdcaJ MIROS retrodirector modulator. Station B 
sends a cw laser b a r.1 .0 tLc satellite. The reflected radiation from Station 
B's beam will now b m0dLlat ~d with the same modulation as Station A's trans-
mitted beam. Station B r _ -:elVes the reflected radiation and converts it into 
electrical signals phobeiectrically. By this method Station A may transmit 
information to B. In a 6i1'l,iJar manner , Station B may transmit information to 
A. 
Some possible applications of the Spherical MIROS system are: 
1. As a telem try link from satellite to ground, reducing data loading on 
radio tracking stations 
2. As a ground-to-ground communication link 
3. To transmit telemetry signals from a moon station back to earth 
4. As a secure means of transmitting military information from one 
contin nt to another 
. To tran mit telemetry signals from planetary expeditions. This 
require ment , however , would require a moon-based or orbiting transmitter 
station 
6. To determine atmospheric err cts upon laser communications to and 
from space station 
In summary , the Spherical MIROS laser communication system differs 
from other lase r communication sche mes in that it does not require a laser 
tran mitter a~. each end of the communication link. Because of its simple con-
struction and retrodirective properties, it would have an extremely long life-
time and would not requir accurate stabilization of the sate llite. Its passive 
nature requires only minimal power supplies, ther 'Jby reducing weight and cost. 
Spherical MIROS pres nts a novel and effective means of communication via 
lase r beams without any of th complexity or low reliability associated with 
systems employing lase rs aboard satellites. 
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FIGURE 2. BOUWER'S CORRECTED CONCENTRIC OPTICAL SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 3. PIEZOELECTRIC INTE RF ROMETER MODULATOR 
PRIMARY MIRRO 
RRECTOR PLATE 
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FIGURE 4. CROSS SECTION OF FmST PROTOTYPE OF MillO" 
SMIROS 
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FIGURE 5. TEST SETUP 
WR = POWER RECEIVED BY GROUND RECEIVER 
P t = TRANSMITTED LASER POWER 
Ae = AREA OF SATELLITE RETRODIRECTOR 
AR = AREA OF RECEIVER 
T - ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION 
8 t - HALF ANGLE OF TRANSMITTED LASER BEAM 
8e - HAlf ANGLE OF REFLECTED LASER BEAM 
R - RAf\lGE FROM TRANSMITTER TO SATELLITE 
F IGURE 6 . E UATION FOR E_":rERGY RECEIVED BY THE GROUND 
RECEIVER 
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RETROMITTANCE = 'It = ;;l 
BUT Ac = KI 7T ol WHERE K, = 0.75 
Kz ~ 8e Dc WHERE K2 = 1.22 
THEREFORE 
K 11" 02 K 0" 
'" I C _I_C 
- 1T [K'~J - K~ X' 
o~ 
K3 ~2 K WHERE K3 = KI2 = 0 .50 
2 
Dc" 
2 ~2 
FIGURE 7. RETROMlTTANCE TERM 
'N - Pt Ac AR T2 _ Pt AR T2 ot 
R - .,,28l8t2 R4 .,- 27T 8t2 )..2 R4 
Pt = 1 WATT 
AR = 1 METER2 
T = .707 
Dc = 0 .5 METERS:= 20 INCHES 
8t = 20 f.J. RADIANS := 4 ARC SECONDS 
A - 0 .5 X 10-6 METERS 
R = 3.6 X 107 METERS = 22,300 MILES 
W 1 x 1 x (. 707)2 X (0. 5) 4 --II 
R = 27T (20 X 10-6 )2 X (0.5 X 10-6 )2 (3.6 X 107 )4 - 3 x 10 WATTS 
FIGURE R. SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR Mmos IN SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 
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FIGURE 9. COMMUNICATIONS LINK GROUND TO GROUND 
THE OPTICAL IMAGING SYSTEMS FOR RANGER, 
MAR INER, AND SURVEYOR TELEVI: ION 
E. P. Martz, Jr. 
J t Propul:::;ioll L l borar.or 
California Institute of Technology 
To date, NASA and JPL hav e had t\ 0 ':ly-by pl .JgraPl for television 
photography of tb moon and Mars: Ranger and Mariner. A thirri one is coming 
up soon for a soft landing and direct surface photography of the moon: Surveyor. 
Tllis i an ' ttempt to present a summar of ~ome of the optical imaging hard-
\ a r e charGLcteri tics of the e three projects . 
Rangers :.s, 4, and 5, th fir t three a ttempts, did not get photographs 
Jf the moon, but it a not the fault of the levision ameras or optics . Figure 
1 hows the i-m focal length T/ 6. 3 Cassegra inian telescope that \ as to resolve 
perhaps a Volk wage n on the moon from an altitude of 59 km . 
Figure 2 depicts Ole telescope with fuz d quartz lJrimary and secondary 
mirrors a nd the n \ and exotic design feature of a 20- cm-dia fuzed quartz tube , 
hich , und r ' pring pressure , was the ba ic m chanical structure separating 
the prima ry and econd- I . mirror . This \i as employed in preference to Invar 
or other metals to redl.' __ che probability of rnisali gnm nt of the mirror and 
de-focusing, by the hea t of j}e sun on one side and the deep cold of pace on the 
o ppo it s ide . Th l ens cap to protect the mirrors from damage by micro-
e teoritc on th 65- hour trip to the moon shows on the front. 
T he t lescope broken down, showi ng the primary and se condary luartz 
mirrors , the quartz sepa rato · tube, the vidicon tube, anc:.h TV ca.m r a 
e lec tronic packag , is sho n in Figur oJ. 
Figure -t is a view of the m unt supporting the secondary mirror showing 
the off axis s upporting 'piders in t\ ' 0 para llel pair to form a double couple. 
This gives much greater torsional I igidity th8n f!0n':entiona l reflecting telescope 
design employing fou " radially symm\~ trical spider s:J~ports . This is ess ntial 
to prevent radial d i.:;placement and de-k~ using of the telescope during th", severe 
vibration and shake of launch rocket take-off. 
Ra ngel: '7 . , and 9 had a considerably better lunal' photographic out-
come than Ran " e 'S 3 , 4 , and 5. The TV cameras on Ranger 6 went out of 
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commission, but Rangers 7, 8, and 9 were classically succe sful all down the 
line. Here the camera aperture, which pointed tow ard tl _ moon, is near the 
top of the nose cone (Fig. 5). 
In Figure 6, the six television cameras, with overlapping fields of vie\ , 
are shO\ n as someone on the moon would se them. One of these cameras had 
a \ ide angle 25-mm [j0. 95 French Angenieux lens, covering a field of view 25° 
square on the lunar surfac G';"r t'1E i1-mm square vidicon photoconductor. 
Anoth I' had a 76-111111 f/ 2 Bausch and Lomb uper Baltar lens covering a field 
of view 8.4° square. The other four cameras all had the vidicon ap rture re-
duced to 2.8 mm square for faster scan and data transmittal rate as the space-
craft approached the meon to get pictures at the lowest possible altitude before 
impact. Two of these cameras had 25-mm flO. 95 lenses, and two had 76-mm 
f/2 lenses, with fields of view one quarter as large as the first two cameras. 
These lenses were bOUl chosen after very exten ive laboratory testing of over 
thirty high-speed, short focal length lenses from manufacturers all over the 
\i orld. The resolving power as function of contrast, optical modulation trans-
fer function, distortion, and veiling glare were measured in the laboratory 
among other opti al characteristics. The choice \ as a good one, as demonstrated 
by the resul ts of Rangers 7, , and 9. 
Figur 7 shows one of the Wide-angle cameras, with the lens on the left, 
the vidicon tube fixture on the right, and the focal plane shutter, of the TIROS 
type, in the middle. 
The next successful mission, Marine r C, demonstrated by its television 
photographs of th...! surface of Mars that Mars, like tile moon, is covered by im-
pact c ··aters. Figure shows tile Mariner spacecraft with the television tele-
scope pointing out of the bottom at the center. 
The close-up view of Figure 9 show the 300-mm focal length T/ 
Cassegrainian telescope for the TV system, again with off axis suP!)orting 
spiders for greater torsjonal rigidity of the s condary. Also sho\ n here is the 
Canopus sensor that pOinted the spacecraft and the extensive brilliant thermal 
shielding. 
FigurE: 10 pr sents views of the telescope showing the gold pla ting applied 
Lo it, as was also done for Rangers 3, 4, and 5, for better thermal emissivity 
and temperature control. In this telescope we went to beryllium metal mirrors 
coated wilh an a morphous metal film of Kanogen, nickel-nickel-phosphorous, 
on which the optical surface was polished. On this was evaporated conventional 
aluminum reilecting films and silicon monoxide for pro ction. Beryllium w~\ s 
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used for the mirror base, in prefer nce to fuzed quartz, because 0 its high 
thermal conduct.ivity and better maintenance of focus in the space temperature 
environment. For applications on eart;h, such as severely heated so lar tele-
scopes, this appears to 00 very satisfactory . However , we are becoming 
somewhat concerned that in a long time in the vacuum of deep space, such as 
the 8-month trip to Mars, the Kanogen may have blistered and damaged the 
aluminum reHectir.g film. This would have introduced serious scattered light 
ar.d veiling glare into our vidicon image. The Mariner Mars photographs were 
very sharp ann detailed , but the contrast appears low and veiling glare from the 
teles ope is suspected. In coating the Kanogen on the beryllium , monotomic 
hydrogen is formed, which is heavily absorbed by the beryllium. If this hydrogen 
has not all been driv n off by proper heating before laW1ch it can be expected to 
bubble out in the deep~pace vacuum and through the Kanogen and aluminum films . 
Figure 11 is a cross section of the telescope and TV system. The 
m chanical elements that hold the telescope mirrors and aperture tops in place 
are constructed of beryllium-copper meta], which has a close match to the 
thermal eA-pansion coefficient of the beryllium mirrors. A CassegL'a inian tele-
scope system, if mad completely of materials having the sane coefficient of 
thermal eA-pansion, and if not allowe to develop temperature gradi "nts within 
itself, will merely scale itself optically and mechanically with changes in tem-
perature. With a deep~pace camera temperature of -12°C, as on the Mariner 
mission, the focu should not have changed more than O. 1 mm from the best 
focal position established in the laboratory L'oom temperature. This focal ex-
cursion is five time mallcr than the O. 5-mm depth of focus of the 300-mm f/7 
telescope. The sharpnpss of the Ma::-iner Mar photographs has justified this 
design. 
Because the Surveyor spacec raft is very complex with many exp rimental 
fW1ctions, we can only touch on the television photography systems. Figure 12 
shows the two survey television cameras. With the help of flat mirrors over their 
lenses panning in azimuth and elevation like a heliosta t, these will photograph the 
lW1al' su.rface from a fe.. meters a\ ay to th horizon. These a re separated by 
1. 4 m and are capable of scanning the same lW1ar a reas 0 that stereoscopic 
measurements of the dis tances and sizes of rocks and other lunar structures out 
to 28 m or more from the spac ec raft can be made f rom the TV photographs . In 
addition to these cameras an approach camera of 100- mm focal 1 ngth at ff 11 
ill photograph the lunar surface a the <;pacecraft de cend to help in identifying 
its landing place. This camera will only hav a re olution of 35 m from the las t 
probable usable photograph at 130-km altitude, where the retrorockets go on. 
How ever, th l' is no attempt to compete here with Rang l' in resolution or 
pm'pose. 
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Figure 13 shows one of the survey TV came:as. The flat scanning 
mirror; also of Kanogen on beryllium, is at the top with the protective hood 
behind it which keeps out any lunar dust stirred up by the retrorockcts and land-
ing maneuvers. Below it is the variable focal length zoom lens, the shutter, 
and the vidicon tube and TV electronics. 
The zoom lens varies its focal length from 25 mm to 100 mm at f/l1 and 
its focus on objects at different distances automatically or on radio command 
from earth (Fig. 14). Its resolving power on objects 4 m distant should be 
0.4 cm at ~5-mm focal length and O. 1 cm at 100-mm focal length. This lens 
is necessarily very complex, as are all zoom lenses. It has 12 glass elements, 
al1.of which are uncemented to prevent damage that might occur with Canada 
balsam or even methyJ methacrylate lens cements under th te .1perature ex-
tremes of the lunar surface in a deep vacuum. Therefore, there are 24 glas s -
air surfaces, and, alth0 1lgh the~e are low reflection coated with magnesium 
fluoride, a great deal of scattered light in the camera image might be expected. 
In fact, if the lenses were uncoated, we could expect at least 50 pe rcent veiling 
glare light. Rather surprisingly, initial laboratory tests indicate that the amount 
of v8iling glare is not excessive, compared to other photographic lenses. There 
are problems with multiple reflections ann ghost images when the bright sun is 
at certain positions relative to the camera axis. These can, in general, be 
eliminat8d by properly designed internal and external stops, though vignetting 
must t,~ watched for with these. At the middle of the photo on the left is the 
beam splitter, which diverts a porti0n cf the incoming image forming light to 
photoelectriC system for a utomat j,-o Jrrection of the iris diaphragm opening to 
adapt °to changing conditions of solar illlLll ination on the iunar surface being 
photographed. In addition to recording the bright lunar surface during midday 
and twilight, this lens and TV cam8ra have the capability to record the lunar 
s urface during the full dark of the moon by extended 3-minute time exposures 
employ ;ng the reflected light of the earth and will be able to record 5th or 6th 
magnitude known stars for a check of the exa0t 10catiGn and attitude of the Sur-
veyor spacecraft on the moon. 
Figure 15 is of the Surveyor camera filter wheel, which provides alternate 
pictures of the same areas in red, green, and blue light, or with no filter at all. 
It is mounted in front of the lens and is op..3rable on radio command. The color 
filters have been carefully chosen by the CIE and other color standards. Ex-
tensive photometric and colorimetric surveys of the lunar surface are planned 
from these television ca me ras to aid in identifying lunar rocks and surface 
materials by comparison wiih known earth materials studied under identical 
goniophotometric and heterochromatic conditions. 
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ADVANCED COM PUTER DES IGN TECHN IQUES' FOR OPTI CAL SYSTEMS 
- - -
John M. McLauchlan 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory N 68-31765 
Th J t Propulsion Laboratory has been using and de igning a program 
for th automatic des ign of optical systems since January 1964. Although the 
original program was developed by the Los Alamos ScientlJic Laboratory, 
xten iv modification ~ have been mad by JPL. 
The original program ha~ been supplied by Los Alamos to approximately 
30 or ar..izations. In addition, similar programs for use on large computers 
have be n developed at Eastman Kodak, Lincoln Lab, University of Rochester , 
a nd e1. ewhe r . 
Thi paper det:.<.: ribe xpe ri nce at Jl L with th present program , in-
c luding the basic technique us d by the program , the capabi1itie~ of th program, 
and the r ult .JPL ha obtained on some of its d sign e fforts . 
Th program do r . not m ~" ke us of th class ical ab rration th ori s . 
Th d sign fu: ction i accomplished by first tra ing a 1:3 t of ray through th 
optical sys te m. Additional ts o[ rays [or different objec~ loca tion and indi 
of r frac ticn :n al so trac d. A figure of m rit is calculated for these t of 
rays from the s um of the rms s pot siz s of the spot diagrams on a pecified 
i mag urfac . dditional criteria uch a the corr ction of disto rtation can 
a lso ent r into th d t'~ rr.lination of the figure of merit. Next, one of the para-
m ters of th optical sy tern tha t is to be de termined is allowed to change by a 
roall incr ment. The se ts of rays are 1he n retraccd, a nci a n w fib'1.lre of m r it 
L calculated . Thi s proce s is aga in l' p ated one at a tim for all th " other 
param te l'S thai. are to be d termin d in the design . xt. th amount th at the e 
param lers a r e to be simultaneol..i.:i ly changed in ordp.r to minim iz the figur 
o[ merit is computed by a lea I. squares m thud. This r pres nt on d s ign 
cycle. USing the n w valu s of the param ten; the design cycle is r p ated . 
Furth r it0rati')ns continue until no s ignificant improve ment is bing m ade in 
the figure of merit. This proces r quir s many computt.tions, and it is only 
th recent advent of the large computing machine that have mad its u 
practical. 
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To design an optical s stem an initial configuration must first be given. 
In the xtremc it may consist of only flat plates of glass. The following para-
meter may be held fixed or allow d to vary with their value to be determined 
in the design process. 
1. All geometrical properti s of spherical, conic sec t iC' , aspheric 
polynomial, and cylindrical surfaces tilat are refractillg or reflectinrr and are 
axially symmetrical , displaced or tilted with respect to the optical axis. 
2. The location of a plane or curv d imagf_ surface. 
The design may be performed undcr the following conditions: 
1. Minimum and maximum values may b.:: :.'laceL! upon the parameters 
that are allowed to vary. 
2. A many a 100 skew rays from a Single object poi nt can be used. 
3. Up to 50 surfaces can be used. 
4. Up to 7 diff rent object locations can b us d. 
5. Up to 6 diff rent indices can bused. 
6. tops utilizing circular or rectangular shapes can be us d. 
7. In th computation of the figur e of m rit differ nt weights can 
b a 5i 11 d to su h factors as: the x and y rms values of the pot ize , th 
r iati e importanc of differ nt colors, and the amount of ci ' tortion correc tio:1 
:SI1' d. 
Upon compl tb~ of thc design th program can provid th following 
information: 
1. Th com pI tc geome trical description of the de ign including the 
maximum required clear apcrtur of a ll t"~ements of th optical system. 
2. Th performance of the d ign as d termined by : 
(a) The rms image urface spot izes as de~ rmin d from sets 
of rays from object points 
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(b) The averag ... x and y values of each set of rays in the image 
surface 
(c) The individual x and y coordinates of each ray with respect 
to the averag8 x and y value for the set 
( d) Th focal length 
(e) The back focal distance 
(f) A spot diagram for visual interpretation of each set of rays 
in the image plane. 
The following examples demonstrate JPL's experience with this program. 
A sun simulator of the solar radiance precisely collimated is being used to test 
sun sensors. 
The sun is an approximate 60000 black body source. Because an optical 
system cannot increase the apparent radiance of a source it is necessary to use 
the hottest point in an arc to provide ::he necessary radiance. A 5000-W hig:1 
pressure Xenon arc lamp is being used for the source. A condenser lens images 
the hottest point in the arc onto a quartz scrambler rod. The uniformly dis-
tributed flux emitting from the other end of the rod is collimated and gives a 
good approximation to the solar radiance . The condenser is located 7. 62 cm 
(3 in.) from the 5000-VI lamp, and an immediate problem was the continual 
breaking of the e lem ents of the condense r due to thermally induced stresses. 
Preheating of the condens r did not e Hm inate the breaking. 
The optical designer ha<;l originally advised that quartz could not be used 
for the first element as the required color correction could not be achieved. 
Nevertheless, a design using a quartz e lem ent was attempted. Figure 1 shows 
the design sequ nce. The upper system represents the initial prescription with 
an arbitrai"Y amount of positive power given the first two quartz elements . The 
middle system is an interim solution, and the lower elements represent the 
final design. Although Figure 1 does not appear to show spherical surfaces, all 
of the surfaces were constrained to be spherical for ease of ma nufacture. The 
final spot size is an improvement of almost a factor of 10 over the image quality 
of the original design done by an optical designer using the classical methods. 
JPL has fabricated this condenser lens, and subsequent testing has verified the 
image quality predicted by the }:l'ogram . In ;lddition, no breakage has occurred 
in using the condenser in the sun simulator. 
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Another exampl of JPL's xperi nce with the program is the d ign of 
a lens for a star tracker application. The jmage plane of this optical syst m is 
constrained to be a spherical surface of fixed radius convex to the optical el -
ment. This is necessary because the image surface is the photocathode of an 
image diss ct r tube, and the el tron optics require t'1is curvature of th 
photocatl1od . 
Several years ago, an optics company was asked to design an optical . 
system for thi application. They were unable to successfully meet the require-
ments, and we subsequently incorporated fiber optics into the image dissector. 
Another optical design company provided a catadioptric optical system to work 
with the plano front surface of the fib r optics. The image dissector is a 
complex and costly component, and it is desirable to eliminate the fiber optics, 
if possible. A design attempt using the program was initiated; Figure 2 shows 
this desi~n sequence. 
The initial prescription was chosen to use se-/eral glasses so that proper 
color COl'rectlcn could be obtained. The three colors used in this d~sign were 
nd (0.5993 ' , nf (0.4 61), and nh (0, 4047). The first element was chosen to be 
quartz for radiation protection of the other elements. Again, aU the surfaces 
are spherical. The intermediate de~ : gn sho s a point in the design where the 
results were examined, and it appeal'eci that two of the elements had become 
very thin and might not be necessary. These two thin el ments were eliminated, 
and the design was continued. The final design shows an rms spot radius of 
0_ 00381 cm (0.0015 in. ). This sequence is interesting because it appears that 
the computer has told that the initial configuration selected could be reduced to 
a siI:tpler configuration. 
This optical system has not been fabricated because it was subsequently 
decided that since the star tracker is a single axis sensor we would like to smear 
the star image somewhat in one direction. A system in which two of the surfaces 
are cylindrical elements is now being designed. Weighting factors used in the 
computation of the figure of merit are given different values for the rms x and 
rms y spot size. 
On other optical designs accomplished, the results are similar to those 
described. In a recent article in the Journal of the Optical Society of America, 
Joseph Meiron has noted that the superiority of the automatic program over the 
traditional methods c~n no longer be disputed. In addition, he noted that under 
proper guidance the machine invariably attains a higher degree of correction than 
can be achieved by even the most experienced designer in the past, and in only 
a fraction of the time required by conventional methods. Experience to date has 
certainly born this out, and we are now at a point where we can also add at a 
fraction of the cost. 
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It cannot be said ju t hO\ much thesE:: design d cribed her hav ost 
in computer time, as a consid rabl amount of experience has been gained in 
learn in to use th program and in incorporating improvements to th program 
mixed up with the design time. However, to give orne sort of quantitative fcel 
for the cost involv d, JPL pays approxintately 3. 5 dollars a minute fo r 7094 
computer tin~e . With our pr sent profici HCy, it is e timated that the desi n 
described could b p rformed for lesR than 400 dollars each. Ways to modify 
the least squares method to improve the convergen e rate are being studied 
currently. This will result in less compute time for a given design and will 
further reduce costs. 
This program is available to any of the other NASA centers if they are 
interested. The program in its present form is only usab~e on the 7090 or 7094 
machines. By the middle of next year, it is'expected that the program will be 
converted completely to Fortran language, and it can then be used on any larg 
computer. Any potential user of the program should plan on a considerable 
period of time for learning to design with the program before useful results can 
be obtained. It is most efficient to have a single ir.dividual who is devoting a 
reasGuable amount of hi~ time to continuous usage of the program and is avail-
able to assist infrequent users with setting up the speCifications and input data 
and interpreti 19 the results. A background in optical design would certainly be 
most helpful. 
:bution list for a report JPL is publishing, which describes the 
details of using the program, is available through the author, John McLauchlan, 
at J e t Propulsion Laboratory. 
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FEASIBILITY STUDIES OF OPTICAL SPACE 
COMMUNICATIONS AND TRACKING, 
AND OTHER ACTIVITIES OF THE 
JPL QUANTUM ELECTRON I CS 
GROUP Y,' 
Willard H. W Us':, >,< 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory N 68 - . 766 
Continued feasibility studies of optical communications and tracking indi-
cate that the new N2- C02 laser at 10.6 Il l:as Significant dvantages over other 
lase rs for this purpose. Two difficulties need to be overcome: (1) some loss or 
coherence in the turbulent atmosphere even at this long wavelength when received 
at the best bservatory sites and (2) inability to tune the laser enough to com-
pen ate Doppler shifts. The assumptions behind the wavelength choice include 
an economic constraint that results from the experience of the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL) operating a world -wide tracking network; viz., we do not con-
s ide r numerous redundant tracking stations as a solution to the cloud problem. 
Optical systems a re considered only in flexible si tuations when interruptions are 
tolerable. 
Other ac tivities of the JPL Quantum Electronics Group include building a 
molec ular beam device to attempt maser action at 81 Il. W a re also considering 
pro urement of a s tudy directed toward large aperture tele copes of unconventional 
de igl1 . 
The optical communications portion of the JPL Quantum Electronics 
Program is guided by a continuing feas ibility study of optical communications 
and tracking in deep space. The only published results of this study are now obso-
lete in technical detail. In the process of publishing more recent r es ults , we find 
that inventions of more las rs, detectors, and improved erricie~ies change the 
t" This paper (for the Optical Space Technology Conference , HuntsviUe, Alabama, 
Nov. 2 , 1965) presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract No. 
NA 7-100. sponsored by the :~ational Aeronauti s and Space Administration. 
* ,~ Group Supervisor , Quantum Elect~rucs Group, JPL Communications Elements 
Resea rch Section, Pasadena , California . 
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detailed conclusions with a time constant less Ulan that of the publishing proces • 
In particular , it now appears that the rec~, ntly invented N2-CO:! gas laser [1, 2 ,3] , 
which oscillates at 10.6 p., has suffiCient a<.lvantag over other existing type to 
be the primary candidate for a m~anipgful consideration of the application of 
very s110rt wavelengths in deep-space communications and tracking. 
Our studies of optical communicationu . , JPL differ from many others in 
two important repects. First, we are unwilling to accept the concept of large 
numbers of redundant optical tracking stations a a potentially practical way to 
maintain continuous tracking in spite of cloud . Second, we are unwilling to 
accept as potentially practical the extremely narrow beamwidth, i. e . , 'J . 1 cc 
of arc, which is necessary to show a sigllificant ::tdvanug'e at the popula r, visible 
laser wavel~ l ths. The f'irst constldint results from JPL experience with th 
long-term operatiul1S of a network that includes a number of overseas tracking 
stations. When operational, they contain a great deal more tha n just an antenna 
and receiver . Their initial cost and "half-life" operating costs greatly exceed 
that of the antenna and receiver alone. If optical stations were situated fa r 
enough apart for the cloud cover to be stati tically independent , then it is doubtful 
if any facilities could be shared by two or mo reo Moreover , the geography and 
politics of our planet could force stations into unpleasant, in ecure , and costly 
locations. Hence , we conclude that spacecraft will always u e one weath r-
independent comm w1ica tion fr equ ncy (microwave region). Parenthetic ally , we 
also believe that a mean ot providing an ultra -high reliability command and 
scientific/engineering data link (two-way ) via a spacecraft omni-directional 
radiator mus t a lways be a part of a deep- pace commwlica tions sy tem; thi s 
linJ< r equire the use of _radio frequencie . Optical or other exotic high fre-
quencies may be used only for flexible function such as to dunlP ba l<.logged 
video data from the spacecraft s torage system during favorable weath r. 
The econd cons traint, i .. , no pointing accuracies exceeding a l' \ arc 
. seconds , doe ' not hav e a rigorous basis. It results from profes ional judgment 
of those who are experienced with space raft sy terns and the problems en-
countered when integrating one system with all the other on board . Nevert11el 
narro\', Jearn syste ms have been consider ed by a number of tude nt of opti al 
comm~nications , so we hall include thi type presently when counting deC ibels 
to s tudy the relative merit of different frequencic . 
We have sele ·ted fiv "avelengths for comparison (Fig. 1). The fir·t is 
_ 13 cm ( -band) , to b used v ith the 64 - m (2 10- ft) - D antenna \i hich i nearing 
comp'le tion a t the Deep Space Instrum ntation Facility (DSIF) Gold tOil site. 
The second is 10.6/1, which is general. d by a particularly effici nt gas laser 
a nd is probabl~' a long e nough wave to use a cohere nt type receiver (optica l 
GO 
dele ·tor not th fir t ompon nl). The limitation on oherl:.:'1t reception i 
cau3ed by atmo pheric turbule nc , which a t 10. G IJ. eli turbs the phas ignific .U1tly 
and limits reception to the v ry b st ob ervatory site . The third wavelength i 
3.5 IJ., which represerts 8. n a rly n ie-free band betw 'e l1 c tter d sunlight 
(blue daytime ky) and planetary albedo at short wavelength , and atmo phoric 
and planetary thermal emissions i longer wavelengths. Efficient las r a nd in-
coherent detectors (quantum ounter) are mi ing at 3. 5 J.1., so \i shall m r ly 
gue future po s i bilities to ee if this band deserve watching for luter develop-
ments. The fourth choic i 0.84 J.1.. generated by the parti ul rly fficient and 
ompact GaAs injection laser. T h fifth is O. 63-J.1. red light g nera' d by the 
popular helium - neon laser, which would r~quire extreme pointing accuraf! y to 
reach a performanc level even c lose to th other four. 
The table or decibels (Fig. 1) compare the relative possibili ties of the e 
wavelengths. It compares only tho e factors in the communication rang equa-
tion that differ from one wavelength to another. The decibel cOWlt is not normal-
ized to any particular p.1ission data requirements, or available spacecraft power , 
becau l ~ se r commu:ucation is too far into the future to a so iat with any 
mi Si011 preser.tly ~ing planned. When it become n ce sary to assum ome-
th:l'5 for th probl _ m of pointing an ptical be m to a particular part of th arth' 
di c , we t · ve tak 11 Lh rang' to be 2 A , i. e., 300 Gm. 
Man it ms in the decIbel a ble n ed e>'1>lanation. For xampl , the high 
upp r limi t ill the first and fifth items of the O. 4-J.1. column u11O\ for further 
improvement in laser and detector erri iencie , areas that have been developing 
rapidly . Ho ev r, for the purpo e of this bri f paper, i ~l us confin detailed 
xpfanation to the 13-cm and 10. 6- J.1. column. The o Uler column cculd be in 
nor nea rly 10 dB wi thout altering th con lu ion significantly. 
The decibels in the 13-cm olumn 9 re a ll operational 0r near operational 
- alues except for th large 3. 35 to 6. 4-m (11 to 21-ft) pac craft arl ~~mna . Thl 
large si~e was assumed because urface:l c uracy requirem nts are gr atl r-
la.'\.ed by comparison to optic ' , and becau e plan for JPL spacecraft de ign now 
include microwaV E; sy terns to in ur both all-".,eather comm unication :lnd mni -
communicatiOl:, whether or not provi ion is made for another data rate chalUwl. 
Therefore to ome extent ware compaling th diffic ul ty of a compl to optical 
yst m to that of merely 'Jniarging the capa ity of an xi ting mic ro av 
Howev r, s uch qua li tative considerution b om omplex, becau e on can rgue 
in rebuttal that· coher nt infrar d syst m pays its 0\ n ay ab ard a sp r t 
in terms of unique tracking data, acc ura te angle and high Doppler shifts , and th 
cientific 1'e ults, celestial mechanic, reI ti ity , etc., tha t uch data may yie ld. 
Al 0 ntering thi argument i th inh r nt Simplicity of orne optical componunt 
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, mpar .J', their mi rowave counterpa rt. W a nn 1 tal< th on f 
10. 6 J.L and 13 m a seriously as we can the co mpuri on a m n 
1 m . To on Iud the s-band column, we noL tha th · r i 
50° r 25° for lh y tern tempera ture . Th lu lu,r ha n a hi v d WiUl n 
. 9- m ( 5-fl) 11t IIna in an operational planetary rada." th I'm r i th p r -
I'm n bt::Lin d with the operational D IF u d to upp 1't th Ma rin I'IV 
) mi i n. 
In th 10. 6- J.L olumn, the nt' t item i ' 1- 4 per ent po~ r n n. 
a l of present N2-C02 la r when ' :l Ied ff, :l ' a 1 
Four pe 'cenl i now a~tain d in flf)win a sy 'L r-
nes . The next entry , sp eeeraft antenna gain, inv Iv 
r b a m pointing from a. "pace raft. ForlW1:1wl thi PI' b1 m il. -
I' at prec i i n only in .::.mall angula r di place m nts, not maul' m nl f 
1 to hi h uracy from r fer n(' dir '!jon . Th tran ' mitting lel ~ -
simultaneou 1 an arth-vi i ' te l cop with th o> 'urn a n ul:1r 
r ' lution a th tran s mitt d b~ ;-: ~\ idth, W as urn d u • - m (2 . i-ft) t lE:-
' (;ope becuuse it m reasonable to po ition th rc ultia 4- ' b am n a 
10-5 'earth -di ,u ing fairly conventional mean . For xampl , th earUl' 
i ibl dis or . r sent as imaged in the pa c raf t tel 'ope uld b div id d 
into quadrant and poSitioned for qual light p r in pposi quadrant. Th 
11" n milLed b mould offset from th quadrant nLe r by 'ommand , and th 
f t uld b updated v ry hour or two as r 4uir d. 
In the third item, ea rth-ba d re ivi '" ant.enna :1 ! ,\ hi h i propo)' -
tional to a ntenna ain, we eho e 121.9 e m (4 in. ) be a u ·qta n atm ph ri 
fI t in the ry be l ite , e. g., the no rthern And U · , t that thi lar 
un a rLur can b u ' ed before la rge- cal a tmosph ri ' i rro ularili ' s " ri u 1 
limi t err cti e <.:.ntennu gain . Of cour the e ff t urc ~ eath r depend nt, ' 
w in ludt3c an all ano of 37 perc nt down-time du to ~ eather in th ixth 
i I:('m. bv! u ly u h a ys tem ne ds a fl exible pa craft data rat . H w vel' , 
til " r a l limitation in ground hardwar i n mi ' . As (ar a in lallation '0 L 
, !.he 4-m (210- ft) antenna costs $12 x 1 G, while a 121.. - 'm (4 - in.) pti 'a l 
a t ' lma j timat d ' t only $ 38 104 • For th co ,t of HI 4-rn (21 -Ct) ant nn , 
we can ai ord many 121. 9- m (4 -in.) tel op s and till ha a r \ million 
dollar ' l e ft fo!" the problem 0 phasing together an adapt! e arra and th r b 
providing a dynamiC corr ction for the changing atmo ph r • 
The fifth it m, 1. e ., the r e' ip ucal f til pcctral den ' ily r n i i · 
dud from th th or tica l noise limit fan pti 'al h tcrodyn r r or f 
rna ' r p reamplifie r \ h n hi » :<1'. We aHo d 3 dB ex . n i ' f r imp rf t 
uantum u i 'i n y (an opti 3.1 h LerodYl1 r r or for imp rf t pulation 
inversion in a laser amplifier. The remaining items are self-explanatory. The 
totals strongly suggest 10.6 /-L as the wavelength for further research. We carulOt 
be fully confident of this conclusion until we know more about the effects of at-
mospheric turbulence on this wa\ .ength. We especially need to know the rms 
d iation of a nominally plane wavefront in the daytime at the world's best ob-
servatory sites. Observational conditions in these places have been studied 
mainly a t night because the persons interested a re astronomers. 
There is another and rather curious difficulty with the N2- C02 laser. but 
it effects only the receiver and can probably be circumvented. The Zeeman and 
Stark effects prac tically vanish in CO2, so that there is no apparent way to tune 
the laser in the receiver through 500 MHz or s to compensate for Doppler in 
the incoming signal. It may be necessary to use an optical heter odyne receiver 
in which the local oscillator is modulated, and the appropriate side band is fil-
tered out for mixing with the signal. 
Those who have not yet seen a high-power NZ-C02 laser have a treat in 
store for them. The gas discharge tube consuming only a few hundl'ed watts looks 
quite innocent, but its invisible output will quickly char wooden objects, clo thing, 
or skin. An ordinary sheet of asbestos makes an effective image converter to 
view the mode structure of the output. Those fibers in the most intens parts 01 
the beam quickly reac h incandescent heat and are visible in a lighted r om. 
This paper purp~sely has not cove red another principal activity of the JPL 
Quantum Electronics Group because _ the N2-C~ laser seems to be such a signifi-
cant and timely development. The ma jority of the in-house group is currently 
a.ttempting to build a molecul.a r beam maser (laser?) oscilb tor at 81. 25 /-L, i. e. , 
a wavelength in the pure ro tational spectrum of hf. The population inversion is 
exp~cted to res ult from resonant cooling of the terminal s tate by weak interac-
tions with cold rarefied HC 1 gas l 4). We are also considering a procurement 
action for a study of unconventional telescope~ of large effective ape rture for 
communications. 
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TECHNOLOGY FOR A MANNED ORB IT I NG TELESCOPE 
W. E. Howell 
Langley Research Center N 68- 3 761 
Approximately two years ago, Langley Research Center began a study 
of the requirements for large orbiting telescopes. The objectives of the efforts 
are to determine the requirements of large diffraction-limited astronomical 
telescopes in space and to develop the technology necessary for their design. 
This paper is intended to describe the work that is being done. However, some 
introductory remark:" as to the size of the telescope and the n .le of man are in 
order. 
During the in-house phase of the studies, consideration was given to tele-
copes as large as 1016 cm (400 in. ) ; however, it was immediately obvious that 
such a large telescope was beyond the range of foreseeable technology and avail-
able boosters. This latter r es traint limits the physical size of the primary to 
something less than 3 1 ern (150 in. i without major modifications to the upper 
stages. Figure 1 illustrates some of the reasons for IJhoosing a 304. 8-cm (120-
in. ) -dia . mirror. Here the telescope resolution in arc seconds versus the 
aperture in inches has been plotted. The straight line represents the theoretical 
maximum l' solution for any given aperture. As is shown by the horizontal line 
in the figure , the factor that determ ines the resolution for telescopes on the 
earth is not the aperture; it is the a tmosphere. Hence, the Palomar 508-cm 
(200-in.) te lescope has no better resolution than a high-quality 38. 1-~m (15-in.) 
instrument, but it does have conSiderably more light gathering ability. By placing 
diffractio~-limited telescopes in orbit, great advances in resolving power can 
be made. Presently designed telescopes for use in sp3.ce have resolution 
capabilities in the orde r of O. 1 second of arc, while the 304. 8-cm (120-in.) 
system that is under consideration has a resolution of about 0.03 second of arc . 
This 304.8-cm (120-in.) size would provide about a factor of 3 improvement in 
reso lution and 10 in .iight gathering ability over present space systems. 
On point should be made regarding collecting power of large optics. 
Although the collecting power of the 508-cm (200-in.) telescope is theoretically 
about three times great.er than a 304. 8-cm (120-in. ) telescope, such is not 
actually the case if the 304.8-cm (120-in.) telescope is outside the atmosl"lh re 
and the 50 -cm (200-in.) remains on ear tn. This is because the background 
noise is less and im age spread and attenuation are reduced. Because of this, 
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the (304. -c m) (120-in. ) system will "reach" from 1 to 2 magnitude fainter stars 
than can presently be seen. The overall improvement in both resolution and 
collection power is 3 to 5, which represents a significant advance in Ule state of 
the art. 
A can be inferred from Ole title of this paper, man is considered to be 
a part of the system. One of the initial areas of consideration was the contri-
bution man could make if he were physically associated with the telescope. From 
the most elementary analysis two facts conc rning man became clear. The 
setup, alignment, and checkout of the instrument would be virtually impossible 
without man, primarily because of our inability to get a system of this complexity 
and precision through the launch environment in a completely operational condition. 
\. 
Also, past experience with orbiting vehicles bas taught us that despite our best 
efforts and the us~ of redundant systems, mechanical and electrical components 
will fail, requiring exp riments to be compromised if not dropped entirely. The 
result of these considerations was the conception of a vehicle that would allow 
man to perform the task of initial setup, alignment, and checkout and periodic 
maintenance of the vehicle, and to provide for his removal at all other times. 
An additional benefit of man being associated with the telescope is that he can 
retrieve data such as photvgraphic film directly from the vehicle and return it 
to earth without the degradation normally encountered when these data are 
transmitted via telemetry. He may also install new experimental equipment 
that was not availabl or considered in time to be included in the original launch. 
Study has shown that man cannot be physica!ly located within the instru-
ment during periods when it must be controlled to the ultimate precision because 
his normal movements would degrade the operation. The most convenient 
way to accomplish satisfactory operatIOn is to connect the Manned Orbiting 
Tel scope (MOT) to an orbiting space station. 
Figure 2 shows an artist's conception of a configuration considered during 
studies by the Boeing Company. The MOT is shown here being coupled to a space 
station by a man working in the lower left-hand side. This type of operation, with 
the MOT coupled to the space station, was one of the two modes recommended 
by Boeing as being the most reasonable. The other was a completely separate 
operation providing crew transfer when necessary by a shuttle. In the attached 
mode, the telescope would weigh about 11 794 kg (26 000 Ibm) at launch and 
9979 kg (22 000 Ibm) at orbit. It is about 19 In (61 ft) long and 4 m (14 ft) in 
diameter. With a suitable space station, the entire structure would be over 
31 m (100 ft) long and weigh in excess of 27216 kg (60 000 Ibm). In the de-
tached mode, the telescope alone would be about 18 m (60 ft) long and weigh 
about 11 700 kg (28 000 Ibm) at launch and 10 886 kg (24 000 Ibm) in orbit. 
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Three studies covering various areas of the instrument have been made 
and are shown in Figure 3. The first was a mission objectives study performed 
by the University of Virginia, the goal of which was to determine exampl~s of 
experiments. This study was not intended to define specific experiments to be 
carried out with the telescope, but to determine classes of experiments that 
would tax the various capabilities of the telescope such as its resolution and light 
gathering ability. 
From the requirements set forth by the above, an optical system study 
was made by American Optical Company. The goal of this study was to investi-
gate the optical design and to consider the problems inherent in obtaining the 
required optics. The recommended optical design was a classical Cassegrain 
with interchangeable secondaries to provide various f-numbers fot the different 
experiments. 
Using these studies as a foundation, a third study entitled "Systems Study 
of a Manned Orbiting Telescope" was made by the Boeing Company. This is the 
latest and most detailed work that has been done ann is discusseG in detail in 
another paper in these proceedings. The four major goals are shown in Figure 
3 and were to investigate the modes of operation; t!-).e guidance, control, and 
stabilization syst m; structural configuration; and the effects of the thermal 
environment. From an operational standpoint, it is desirable to have the tele-
scope physically attached to the space station to provide easy access for the 
crew to perform their duties. However, such coupling places restraints on the 
space s tation and greatly decreases the required response time of the control 
and stabilization system that is required to point the telescope to within the desired 
accuracy of 0.01 second of arc. If the response time of the control system is 
made sul'ficiently fast to overcome the high disturbances of the station, it can 
excite structural modes that are unacceptable. With due consideration of these 
factors and others, a soft gim bal mode (coupled to the space station through a 
spring suspension as shown in Figure 2) and a separate mode were selected as 
the most desirable. Some of the modes that were considered, but discarded, 
were a rigidly attached mode , tethered mode, and a gimbaled mode without 
shock isolation. 
As a result of these studies, certain areas requiring further resear0h 
were identified and are shown in Figure 4. The mission modes study would 
further investigate in depth the two competing concepts recommended by our 
previous studies to determine which of the",e is indeed better suited for the task. 
Th ' sp cific material from which the large primary should be constructed and 
the exact technique to be used should be the subject of extensive studies and 
d velopm e nt to insure the achievement of the desired performance. Figuring 
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and testing the m ~rror and supporting it during launch will require construction 
and test of reasonably sized blanks as a stepping stone to the development of the 
MOT mirror. The control of the telescope is of prime importance as it is 
required to be stabilized to about 0.01 second of arc to realize the full potential 
of the telescope. Also, the thermal protection of the primary mirror requires 
considerable attention because small thermal gradients across the surface will 
greatly distort the figure. Development is also required in the area of detectors 
to cover spectral regions that have previously been unavailable because of the 
earth's atmosphere. 
To give ~ better appreciation of the magnitude of some of the problems 
and· what might be done in certain areas to overcorre the difficulties, these 
basic areas are discussed further. 
Because the major problem involves obtaining the large primary mirror, 
the optics are consid red first. Some of the aspects of this problem are shown 
in Figure 5. The prime candidates for mirror materials are beryllium, fused 
silica, and a class of partially recrystalline glasses known under various trade 
names such as Cer- Vito 
The chief advantages of beryllium are that it is lightweight, rigid, and 
has a high thermal conductivity that allows it to equalize temperature quickly 
and hence reduce the effects of thermal gradients on the blank. The main dis-
advantages are that it tends to show h. 'steresis due to thermal cycling and vi-
bration , it has a high coefficient of the ."m al expansion, and it may not exhibit 
the required stability over extended pel'iods of time as required by this appli-
cation. 
As for fused silica, more is probably kn wn about this material than the 
others. DeSirable characteristics of fused sili.ca include its ability to accept a 
good figure and its low coefficient of e: pansionj however, it is heavier than 
beryllium and its low thermal conductivity is likely to result in thermal gradients 
producing figure distortions in spite of the low coefficient of expansion. 
Material such as Cer-Vit has about the same properties as fused silica 
except for its thermal expan8ionj this has been reported up to 10 times less 
than fused silica. Insufficient data are available on this material, and further 
effort is needed to determine if it has the required stability and is indeed as 
attractive as it appears. 
o 
Once a material has been cGosen, it must be figured to A/bO (at 5000 A) 
to obtain the required performance. For a mirror of this size and accuracy, new 
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facilities and extremely r fin d and carefully plann d test procedures are 
required. The problem is further complicated by the fact that the mirror must 
be figured a nd tested in a 1-G environment and still have the correct figur under 
zero-G conditions. Another matter of concern is the manner in which the mirror 
is supported during launch. At present, the use of pneumatic bladders beneath 
the mirror during the period of launch is be ing considered as one possibl 
approach. 
From a review of these .optics considerations, it is apparent that the 
majority of th problems are due to the size of the mirror being contemplated. 
Smaller elements have been figured to the required accuracy, for example, the 
91. 24-cm (36-in.) Stratoscope mirror. Rather than try to build a single piece 
mirror, another approach to the problem is to build the mirror in segments and 
control each segment in tilt and longitudinal displacement relative to a r eference 
element to the requi r d 1/50 wavelength. It should be pointed out tha t such an 
approach merely j - ades optical figuring and testing problems of large mirrors 
for precise C(l · I problems and is but one possible solution. 'l'his approach is 
the subject of .;omract with Perkin-Elmer Corporation in which they are 
attempting to demonRtrate the feasibility of this conc pt (see Figure 3) . The 
basic co:-)cept is shown in Figure 6. On the right is a segmented primary with 
a figure sensor located at its center of curvature behind the standard secondary. 
The figure sensor scans each element and detects tilt and longitudinal displace-
ment relative to the reference element. The error signals are used to control 
actuators behind the mirror which correct these errors. The present contract 
is aimed at demon~trating the feasibility of i:his concept on a 50. 8-cm (20-in. ) 
sphe~ical mirror' to an accuracy of ;\/20. 
The next item to be dealt with is the thermal problem, the details of 
which are outlinl~d in Figure 7. The primary sources of heat are the sun, earth, 
and equipment al)oard the telescope, the radiation from which has several effects 
upon the telescr-pe. Of major concern are thermal gradients across the mirror 
itself. Calculations have indicated that thermal gradients of as little as O. 067 
Kelvin degree (0. 12 Fahrenheit degree) between the center and edge of a 304. 8-
cm (120-in.) beryllium mirror can create as much as a ;\/20 error (rms) 
between the actual figure and the best fit parabola. Because of this extreme 
sensitivity to temperature grat"ients, the telescope mirror must not view the 
earth ; and to prev nt this , doors must be provided which will be closed whenever 
radiation from the earth impinges on the primary mirror. In recognition of the 
problems created by temperature gradients, in-house investigations are being 
made of various thermal control techniques. For example, the thermal behavior 
of the instrument when placed in a spherical shell with a highly reflecting interior 
is being studied. These investigations are being carried out on a 50. 8-cm (20-
in.) model. 
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B caus of the ize of the instrum nt, 9.14 m (30 ft) from primary to 
0:) ondary, it is not considered f asible to xpect th tel scope to mailltain 
collimation and focu \ ithout active control. Th allowable tol rances and the 
chniqu pr ently u dcr evaluation for sensing misalignment ar sho\ n in 
Figur Th optical control requir m nts for an f/4 primary are: tilt of the 
s condary about th optical axis of O. 1 s cond of arc, lateral displac m nt of 
s condary to 0.0101 6 cm (0.004 in.) and focus control to 0.000762 cm (0.0003 
in. ). Four of the many possible t chniqu that might be used for sensing these 
misalignments are shown in Figure . Tilt rro1' might be sensed by autocolli-
mation devic s . Pos ,sible techniques for determining lat ral displaccment includ 
s nsing image degradation, the use of artificial stars, and triangulation methods. 
Image degra tion involves canning a star image and comparin CT its 
hap with \ hat it hould be for its particular location within the field of view. 
From this, an error signal is g n rated that indicates the direction the secolldary 
is off. The prim pJ:oble m s involve difficul ty in mechanizing the concept and 
the availability of suitable stars . Th second technique, artificial stars, involves 
directing collimat d light beams of approximate ly 15.24 cm (6 in. ) in diam ter 
at the primary. Thece rays ar brought to focus at the focal plane, and any 
motion of the s condar will cause a motion of th images. Triangulation involve 
making thr e measure ments of the distance [rom the primary to th econdary 
and, by geometry, determinin o' the location of th secondary relativ to the 
primary. B caus the distance involv d is about 9 m (30 ft) and th tol ranc 
are so small (parts in 10G) , th only technique that appears suitable involves the 
u e of la I' inte rferometers. For thi purpo e, an automatic interferomet r has 
been d signed and is in the con true lion pha . All of thes techniqu c; \\ ill be 
under active laboratory evaluation at Langley within the immediate future. 
After optical alignment, thlJ next consideration is tha t of attitud control, 
\ hich is outlined in Figure 9. The r eq uire ments ar thnt h control system 
provid stabilization of on -tenth th diffraction patt rn using guid star of 
10th magnitude or brighter for durations of up to hours. The control ystem 
must have provisions for off-axis guidance and phI) t tracking. Th re are 
b ically two techniqu s available . Th first invo!ves cuntrol of the entir vehicl 
to th desired accuracy such as was done on OA ann is th approach us d by 
Boeing/GE in their systems study. A s cond method is to point th optical axis 
to the desired region within approximate ly 2 s cond of arc and obtain fine 
stabilization by moving suitable optical lem ~nt within the telescope, a is 
done in Stratoscope. This latter approach has certain advantage in that it 
reduces the respons requirements of the high torqu system or Is allO\ s a 
higher level of disturbance torque to be accepted by th instrum nt, which in 
turn p rmits a cioser coupling of th tele cop and spac station . Thi approach 
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is beinp; valuated at Langl y along with the d velopment of one type of fine 
guidan sen or and th investigation of interactions between the fine and coars 
control , st m. ne chniqu of obtaining fine control by moving optical <:: 1 -
m nts is pr sently under laboratory evaluation. 
The la t area to b cov 'red is th at of detector technology, som e of the 
requirem nts of which a r shown in F igure 10. The t 1 scope being contemplat d 
is reasonably e ffici nt ov r tha t portion of the spectrwn ranging from microwave 
Q 
to about 600 A. In the microwave region, oth r types of systems are probably 
o 
more suitabl . a nd below apprOXim ately 600 A the tdescope is not reflective. 
Within thi band only the visible portion of the spectrwn can be classified as 
ad quat ly c vc!"ed; however, s ensors do exis t that will go up to about 39 Il and 
down s lightly into the ultraviol t. While the ultraviol t region has sensors 
calJabl of d tE:c ting this radia tion, th y could stand considerable improve ment. 
In addition, there xists a r quireme1 t for filte rs and calibration sources . In 
the infrar d, th ria r egion star ti n rr arow1d 39. 5 Il and extending to the 
micro\ av band in which there ar no suita ble detectors. Langley's pr sent 
efforts ar in the infra red region and involve two items. The first is a con-
tractual effort for improved thin-fit m thermistor bolomete r de tectors with the 
G ncral ' lec tric Company. The purpose h r is to develop thin-film bolom e te rs 
with positiv t mp ratur copfficie nts and to improve th r esponsivity and lowe r 
the cont.a t noise . Th" princ ipal advance to date is that GE has learned how to 
manuiactur th e thin film s and make the n ces ary transfers from one sub-
s trate to a nother. The s cond effort i ' an in-house development of thin-film 
solid-state d tectors in th 39.5-11 region. The e use th semiconductor material 
photoconduction ph nom ena and th rmoelectric cooling for maintaining optimum 
mpera tu r . The techlliques be in g e mployed here a r well s uited to th r egion 
b tw en 3v . t; Il a nd th visibl . 
Figur 11 s W11mari zes Langl y 's program in the dev lopm nt of the 
nec s a r technology fo r large space telescope. . R search on optics a nd control 
will involv the i te ms previou"ly d iscussed, particula ~ly materials and fabri-
cation technique for larg opticaJ y tem . Studies a r currently be ing pursu d 
in-house regarding the u of Apollo fli ght ystems as a tep in the de ve lopm ent 
of a Mann d Orbitin g T lescop. A 152. 4-cm ( 60-in.) optical system is unde r 
consie! ration, a nd the key item fo r flight valuation a r e as indicat d in this 
final fi gur . 
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- TYPICAL MI )SION OBJECTIVES - UNIVERSITY OF VI RCINIA (NsG-48Q) 
GOAL: TO OUTLINE TYPICAL EXPERIMENTS 
-OPTICAL SYSTEM STUDY - AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY (NASI-l30S-18) 
GOAL: TO I NVESTI GAIT OPTI CAL DES I GN AND THE i='RORLEMS 
INHERENT IN OBTAINING THE REQUIRED OPTICS 
- SYSTEMS STUDY OF A MANNED ORBITING TELESCOPE - BOEING COMPANY (NASI-3968) 
GOAL: TO I NVESTI GATE 
THE MODES OF OPERATION 
GUIDANCE, CONTROL, AND STABILIZATION SYSTEM 
STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION 
EFFECTS OF THERMAL ENVI RONMENT 
ACTIVE OPTICS FOR SPACE APPLICATION - PERKIN ELMER (NASI-SI98) 
GOAL: TO DEMONSTRATE THE FEASIBILITY OF OBTAINING 
PRIMARY MIRRORS BY CONTROLLING SEGMENTS 
FIGURE 3. STUDIES Ai';!) CONTRACTS 
-MISSION MODE STUDIES 
-MIRROR MATERIALS AND STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
- FIGURING AND TESTING 
-MIRROR SUPPORT DURING LAUNCH ENVIRONMENT 
- THERMAL PROTECTION OF PRIMARY MI RROR 
• CONTROL OF TELESCOPE 
- DETECTORS 
FIGURr AREAS REQUIRING FURTHER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
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• CHO\CE OF M\ RROR MATER\ALS 
BER'(LU Uf'I\ 
FUSED S\L\CA 
OTHER MATER\ALS 
.F\GUR\NG AND TEST\NG 
X/50 F \ GU RE CONTROL 
FAC\L\T\ES REQU\REMENTS 
TEST PROCEDURES 
• M \ RROR SUPPoqT 
DURING fIGURING AND TESTING 
THROUGH LAUNCH ENVIRONMENT 
FIGURE 5. OPTICS CONSIDERATIONS 
FIGURE 6. ACTIVE OPTICS CONCEPT 
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• SOURCES 
SUN 
EARTH 
EQU I PMENT 
• EFFECTS ON TELESCOPE 
MIRROR FIGURE DEGRADATION 
STRUCTURAL WARPING 
MISALIGNS STAR TRACKERS 
MISALIGNS INSTRUMENTATION 
DESTROYS OPTICAL COLLIMATION AND FOCUS 
. FIGURE 7. THERMAL CONSlDERA TIONS 
• REQUIREMENTS ~ F/4 PRIMARY) 
MAINTAIN PROPER FOCUS AND COLLIMATION 
TILT OF SECONDARY - 0.1 SECOND 
FOCU S CONTROL -0. 000762 CM 
LA TERAL DISPLACEMENT OF SECONDARY -0.01016 CM 
• TECHN I QUES 
AUTOCOLLIMATION 
IMAGE DEGRADATIONS 
ARTIFICIAL STARS 
TRIANGULATION METHODS 
FIGURE 8. OPTICAL CONTROL 
. 
. 
• REQU I REMENT S 
STABILIZATION - 0.1 OF DIFFRACTION PATTEPN 
GUIDE STAR - 10TH MAGNITUQE OR lESS 
DURATION - UP TO 8 HOURS 
OFF AX IS GUIDANCE 
PLANET TRACK I NG 
• TECHN I QUES 
CONTROL ENTI RE VEH I ClE TO DES I RED ACCU RACY 
FINE CONTROL BY OPTICS 
FIGURE 9. A TTITUDE CONTROL 
,MICROWAVE 
I r 390, oooA r 1200A 1600A 
~ -'----~------------------------------~~ 
INFRARED VI SIBLE ULTRAVIOLET 
"I- PARTIALLY COVERED----l 
• LRC PRESENT PROGRAM 
IMPROVED THERM I STOR BOLOMETER DETECTORS - GENERAL ELECTR I C 
DEVELOPMENT OF THIN FILM, SOLID STATE DETECTORS - 39.5~ 
FIGURE 10. DETECTOR TECHNOLOGY 
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• GROUND- BASED RESEARCH ON OPT! CS AND CONTROL 
• CURRENT STUDIES 15.24-CM DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS ON AES 
• FLI GHT EXPER I MENTS TO EVALUATE 
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EFFECTS OF LAUNCH ENVI RONMENT eN PRIMARY 
EFFECTS OF ZERO G 
THE ABILITY TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE THERMAL SHIELDS 
EVALUATE MANIS ABILITY TO PERFORM PRECISE 
OPTI CAL ALI NEMENT AND CONTROL 
FIGURE 11. LRC PROGRAM 
OPT I CAL COMM UN I CAT IONS EX PER I MENTS 
ON GEMINI VII 
D. S. Lilly 
Manned .Spacecraft Center 
31768 
MSC-4, an experiment in optical communications, will be given its initial 
in-flight testing during the flight of Gemini VII. The experiment wil~ be a study 
in a pulse-frequency-modulation optical communications link and will make avail-
able a coherent optical radiator outside the earth's atmosphere. Atmospheric 
data such as transmission properties, background levels, sCintillation, scatter-
ing, and index-of-refraction variations will be recorded. Further, the use of a 
laser in an optical communications system in a space environment will be eval-
uated. 
Data obtained from the experiments will be useful in designing more 
sophisticated and reliable communications systems for manned space vehicles. 
Background levels, information bandwidths, and system performance may be in-
vestigated in a logical manner. Atmospheric data obtained will also be useful 
in developing a mathematical model of the atmosphere and in characterizing the 
effects of turbulence upon an optical transmission link. Thus, the capability of 
the communications system can be predicted more accurately. 
A ground-based optical receiver and a flashing beacon are synchronized 
with the orbital-track radar. In this manner the receiver and the beacon are 
always directed toward the spacecraft, within the limits of radar accuracy. 
Three ~round receiver sites -- White Sands, N. M.; the Ascension Islands; and 
Hawaii -- will be used. This will contrast atmospheres differing in humidity 
content, weather conditions, and elevations. 
A-s the Gemini VII spacecraft comes above the horizon (Fig. 1), it is 
tracked by the r·adar. The crew will orient the spacecraft into the proper attitude 
for the initial sighting of the ground beacon. The pilot will sight through a tele-
scope on the laser transmitter and initiate a spacecraft-roll action for fine ad-
justment of attitude. He will then transmit a laser signal to the receiver. This 
procedure will be followed under day, night, and twilight conditions as often as 
" time ~llows. 
The ground-based receiver will demodulate the spacecraft signal and 
record the data. Information can be extracted and displayed in a manner 
applicable to the particular measurement being made. A processor will vary 
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the flash rate of the visible beacon to give the spacecraft crew a real-time 
indication that the signal is being received. The effect of any optical bias in 
the s) stem is thereby reduced. 
The on-board laser transmitter will have two modes of operation, a 
constant ~OO pulse-per-second train and an 8000 ±500 pps train capable of con-
veying audio . The mode of operation will be established for each test point. 
The basic device in the on-board lransmitt r is the gallium .. rsenid 
(GaAs) diode laser. The diode normally emits light energy in a rectangular 
pattern about 20 by 150 • The radiation wavelength is strongly depende'1t upon 
temperature; but, when operated at room temperature, it is centered at approx-
imately 900 angstroms. The rectangular radiation pattern is fully utilized by 
employing four G' As diodes and stacking the radiation patterns (Fig. 2). Each 
emitting diode has its own optics to focus the output into a rectangular pattern 
abo ut one milliradi. n by four milliradians. The total flight hardware peak 
power output is about 20 W. The flight hardware is shown in Figure 3. 
The electrica l schematic and the output characteristics of the trans-
mitter are shown in Figures 4A and 4B. The transmitter normally operates 
at 100 pps. The drive amplifi er triggers a silicon control rectifier (SCR). 
applying a large current load to the diodes. A frequency modulator allows 
±500 pps deviation in the 8000 pps OScillator; the amount of deviation is deter-
mined by the a udio input into the microphone. 
The on-board transmitter is equipped with a 6-power telescope having a 
2. 54-cm (1-in.) aperture followed by a 400-angstrom-wide filter centered at 
5000 angstroms. 
An argon laser, mounted on the optical receiver, serves as the visible 
beacon. The laser has a 3-W output with a one-milliradian beamwidth. The 
receiver is in turn mounted on a modified Nike-Ajax tracking pedestal (Fig. 5) . 
The pedestal is slaved to an RCA FPS-16 orbital-track radar. Tracking ac-
curacy in the slaved mode is 0.4 inilliradians . 
The receiver has a naIl-Kirkham folded-mirror ystem with a 76. 2-cm 
(30-in.) primary collec tor and a one-milliradian field-of-view. A cooled photo-
multiplier is employed as the detection unit. Wavelength rejection is accom -
plished with a 100-angstrom bandpass interference filter centered at 9060 
angstroms. 
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The signal de tected by the photomultiplier is a mplified by a vid 0 PI'<=: -
a mplifit:r (Fig. 6). It is then fed through a coaxial cable to an elec tronic s van 
for process ing. A t thi s point, one bra nch of the ignal is s para led for us in 
a s tudy of a lmo pheric phe nomena. The recording and the proce''''illg of thi 
signal is described in anoth r paper. 
The othe r branch of th ignal i s fed Simultaneously to the a1ldio d modu-
la tor, the signa l level detector, an osc illoscope, a nd a tape r ecord r. Each 
of these devi ces records or display s the signal. An automa tic ga in control 
(AGC) loop regulates the photomultipli er tube (PMT) supply vol tage to maintain 
a cons tant noise level in the r eceive r. A r ecord of the PMT voltage i.... thu a 
measure of the sky backgrou11d (daytime operation) illumina tion. A sun sensor 
protec ts th PM T fro m direct rays of f he s un by initia ting a shutte r ac tion when 
the sky illumina tion ex eeds the AGC l apabit'ity to respond. Signal and back-
ground level s a r e recorded on a pen-r-=:corde r with a common tim e r efe r e nce . 
The FPS-16 radar angle and r ang data a 1'e a lso r ecorded. 
For a day tim pulsed optical commw1ica tions system, the following 
s ignal-power-r equir ment quation i s a pplica bJ e . Daytime operation of the 
sys tem r eLlui res peak powe r, about 9 W. 
whe r e: 
n R2 F 
P = r for daytime 
t · Ar T T
t 
T oper a tion 
P = 
l' 
a I' 
(~/N) • h " b Ar w t. A T 
r 
NT - r equired 
Power to Det c tor (input) 
P t r equired tran mi tte r peak powe r 
n transmitter b amwidth, 7 • 10-6 s ter adia ns 
T
t 
transmiss ion of transmitter optics, including spacecraft window, 0. 5 
T trans mi ssion of a tmosphe r e for elevation angl s gr eate r than 20° , 0. 5 
a 
3 
T transmission of receiver optics, 0.2 
r 
b backgroW1d radiance , 10 W/ m2-sterad-/1 
w receiver field-of-,view , 10-6 terad 
o ~A. int .rference Hit r bandpass, 10-6/1( 100A) 
Ar area of receiver dish, 0. 45 m2 
T receiver observation time , 0.7· 10-7 s 
N detector quantwll efficiency , 4, 10-3 A/W 
hI' energy/photon , 2. 2 • 10-19 J 
SiN desired signal-to- lioi H~ ratio, 10 
R range , ass um e 1000 n. mi., 1. 85 ' 106 m 
In te ts conductbd at White Sand I N. M. , sky background measurements 
were m' de on 3. c lear day with scattered cwnulus clouds near the horizon. Near 
th zenith th backr;ro W1d varied smoothly between 1. 5 a nd 2. 5 W/ m2-sterad-/1. 
t 24° levation, a minimum of 3 W/m2- terad-/1 wa recorded, rising to approx-
imately 10 W/m2- terad-/1 as the az imuth angle approac hed west. Local time 
was 3: 00 pm . 
Signal-level mea urements were :-nade wi th the transmitter mounted on 
a tripod. At an el Na tion angle of 1. 2° , 3 to 4 percent atmospheric transmission 
wa r corded, with hort-term peak varia tion as great as 15 percent occ urring 
in 1/5 second. Large drops in th received s ignal occlU'red about every two 
second s whe n the tran mittel' was freely held. 
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FIGURE 3. GT-7 GEM:HI LASER COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTER 
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MICROPHONE 
fREQ 8000 P.'S .~ __ 
MOD OSC 
DRIVE ...... -1 
AMP 
LASER 
DIODES 
100 PPS t-----' 
OSC 
SCR 
FIGURE 4A. LASER TRANSMITTER BLOCK DIAGRAM 
PEAK OUTPUT POWER _____________________ 20 WATTS 
? lI~HT 
OUTPUT 
BANDWIDTH ___________________________ 4 MI L LlRADIANS 
-0 WAVELENGTH __________________________ 9060 A 
o SPECTRAL WIDTH - _______________________ 40 A 
PULSE DURATION . _______________________ .75 NS 
AVERAGE PULSE REPETITION RATL ____________ 8 KHZ OR 100Hl 
PULSE FREQUENCY DEV IATION _______________ . .±. 500 HZ 
WFORMATION BANDWIDTH _________________ 3 KHZ 
MODULATION METHOD ____________________ PFM 
WEIGHT (INCLUDING BATTERY PACKI ___________ 2.36 KG 
SIZE ________________________________ 12.7 x 7.6x 20.3 eM 
TELESCOPE POWER . ______________________ 6X 
TELESCOPE FIELD OF VIEW _________________ .6 c 
FIGURE 4B. LASER TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS 
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MANNED S PACECf!AFT CENTER LASER PROGRAMS AND PLANS 
w. L. Thompson 
Manned·Spacecraft Center 1769 
The Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) is currently conducting work in 
two areas of laser systems: Optical communications as applied to future manned 
deep-space missions, and iaser radar intel «>d as a backup system for the x-
band LEM radar. 
The MSC investigations on deep-space optical communications were 
initiated in late 1962 with a feasibility study. This study indicated the advantag::: s 
of laser communications as compared with projected microwave systems. The 
more difficult subsystems ar:eas of development wel'e also pinpointed. It was 
shown that the mr.jor emphaf is should be placed in these areas so that the pre-
dicted laser communication model could be produced for deep-space missions. 
Four of the major problem areas were defined: (1) acquisition and tracking of 
the very narrow beams , (2) prime power requirement for the relatively inef-
ficient laser transmitter, (3) choice of optical modulator material and design to 
take full advantage of available bandwidths, and (4) atmospheriC effects on,a 
coherent beam. This atmospheriC problem is based on the consideration that an 
earth station would be used as the terminal for deep~pace subsystems. 
The work being conducted by MSC to resolve the problems in these four 
areas has led to the develorment of several special subsystems. 
The acquisition and tracking problem in its simplest terms amounts to 
knowing where to point and how to point. But this involves the knowledge of a 
reference system, the aberrations of transmitting equipment, the calculation 
of lead angles, and several lesser corrections. 
To define the problem in detail and to propose solutions, a six-month 
study was conducted for MSC by the Northrop Space Laboratories. This study' 
included investigations of the sky foregr ound radiation, the types and number of 
terminals required for a manned deep-space mission, the numbers of switchovers 
needed per mission, the stab~lization and location of equipment on assumed 
manned deep-space vehicles , the reliability of the system, the cost per earth 
terminal, and finally the total system cost. Detailed surveys were carried 
ouf t.o determine the present state-of-the-art component level. As a prelude to 
a cC'mplete system design, studies projected the advances in lasers, detectors , 
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space optics , and pointing stabilization. To accomplish the task, two manned 
deep-space missions were assumed. The trajectories for missions to Mars and 
Venus were plotted. The capability of the deep-space instrumentation facility 
in the )'ear 1969 was assessed. The instrumentation facility communicates to 
an earth satellite acting as an earth terminal in a deep-space link. A satellite 
relay in polar orbit, at an altitude of 14 816 km (8000 n. mi.) or greater, was 
picked for the earth terminal. Fewer switchovers are required, and a maximum 
reliability of communication is effected. A laser transmitter weight-versus-
efficiency analysis resulted in a dual choice of laser devices with the final choice 
dependent on state-of-the-art advances over the next few years. A 10-joule, 
un-q-spoiled ruby laser emit~ing one pulse per second was found to be adequate. 
However , the high efficiency of the semiconductor lasers was found to be very 
attractive, in spite of the heavy collimating optics required. Block diagrams and 
specifications for a complete system were evolved. The next phase of this pro-· 
gram will be the experimental demonstration of the most critical parameters for 
the equipment involved. In particular, the resolution of an ir.lage-tube cathode 
and optics must be shown, and the el--ctronics to accommodate that detector reso-
lution must be developed. Gimbal accuracy must be demonstrated. This will 
allow communication with narro\\' beamwidths to be successfully employed. 
Three prime energy sources to supply the power for a deep-space 
laser-communication system were considered. These are shown, along with the 
paths necessary for conversion to communicator energy, in Figure 1. Of course 
the design of a power system for a deep-space mission nJ\lSt be based on the 
overall spacecraft requirements , of which communications i~ only one item. 
Prime power would be available· from this source, at least on an emergencj 
basis. Since direct sunlight conversion to laser communication power appears 
feaSible and inherently more effiCient. this technique has been pursued. A 
contract with the Radio Corporation of America ',vas initiated late in 1964 to 
demonstrate the performance of a solar-pumped solid laser. During this con-
tract, two crystals - yag and CaF2 : Dy2 + - have been successfully sun-
pumped. The yag material appears to be superior in performance; also , it 
may be operated at room temperature while the CaF 2 : Dyzt must be pumped at 
cryogenic temperatures. Two primary problems are apparent in the approach, 
the dissipation of the unconverted incident solar energy and the coupling of the 
modulator and beam-directing devices to the light ene rgy being pumped from the 
crystal. Figure 2 shows in simple form the rooftop assembly of equipment used 
to pump the yag crystal, producing approximately . 100 mW continuous output. It 
was estimated that the laser was pumped at about 40 percent above threshold in 
this configuration. A series of prisms was installed and aligned to extract 
the laser beam. This output has been modulated at MHz with both KTN and 
GaAs modulators as a se('ond portion of the 00ntract. Future work on this 
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system will be concerned mainly with the design of better optical couplers, 
more efficient heat dissipation, and better sun-tracking techniques. 
A program was undertaken approximately ten months ago to produce a 
complete 30 mega-bit pulse-code communicator. The initiation of this study was 
to demonstrate the feasibility of wideband laser-communication systems and to 
advance the development of wide band optical modulators. The system is intended 
both to transmit and to receive a PCM polarized video signal at commercial rates. 
a quality voice channel, and one telemetry channel. Such a division of informa-
tion will probably never be used during a space mission. However , once the high 
information rate can be demonstrated, it can then be subdivided into a greater 
number of narrow bandwidth channels. By using commercial videv as the deter-
mining yardstick, available video test equipment may be used to judge Informa-
tion fidelity. The h~ock diagram shown in Figure 3 outlines the major subsystems 
and components within the equipment. Without question the most critical compon-
ent is the electro-optical modulator. The contractor for this development , 
Hughes Aircraft Company, has chosen a special configuration of KDP material 
for this application; it is a multi-element device separated by flat-ring elec-
trodes. The KDP material was pickeJ primarily because of the availability of 
unstrained crystals in large sizes, lower power requirements in this configura-
tion on the modulator driver and past experience in use of the material. The 
system uses time-division multiplexing with no data compression. The r eceiver 
uses the polarized pulses to separate the binary information into PCM video. 
The voice, tele!netry , and sync signals are separated from this output. An 
argon laser with a one-watt continuous output will be used as the power oscillator. 
Another important facet of this equipment development is the need to design 
high-rate encoders and decoders to handle the great information content. Be-
cause this system is a straight PCM system using no data compression, its 
performance will be used as the yardstick for systems using various data com-
pression techniques. For example, it is now planned to compare the output of 
systems based on delta modulation and its derivatives, pulse-position modula-
tions and FM, with the relative standard pulse-code unit. 
The first laser communication study conducted by MSC indicated that 
before a complete systems analysis could be obtained for an earth laser te rminal , 
the atmospheric effects on a coherent beam would have to be measured. Further, 
a complete path through the atmosphere obviously was needed. This was one of 
the major purposes for implementing the MSC-4 optical communication experi-
ment, to be tested during the fligh~ of GT-7. The description of this experiment 
will be detailed in several papers to be presented at this conference. The data 
obtained from this work will either confirm the statistical model of the trans-
mission path assumed in our initial study or alter the resulting choice of modula-
tion techniques. 
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The emphasis on the second laser study program, that of developing a 
laser radar for use during rendezvous and docking of the LEM vehicle, is cur-
rently undergoing a change. Emphasis;s no longer on the use of Ee mi-conductor 
sources but rather on the use of solid-laser sources. This change 'is necessary 
because of the lack of sufficient power in the semi-conductor laser diodes, as 
\.Veil as the.: disappointing rate of improvements in this feature. The reliability of 
the solid-laser system has been much improved with the uew pumping tubes and 
lower thres hold crystals. An optical rendezvous system not employing a laser 
is presently being developed for use on the LEM. This system employs a 
mercury.-flash lamp on the Command/Service Module. This lamp is tracked by 
a telescope on the LEM during its ascent from the lun~r surface. The angles 
read out from the telescope are fed to the LEM on-board computer where ,range 
anll range rate are co~:)uted. The system is simple and light, but it iq handi-
capped by high ba' kgi'c and-Ievel interference. As an addition to the present 
tracker , the use :Ji t.he s ')lid laser to obtain range and range rate is being con-
sidered. To ~\l~~r>o .. t this work, an optical tunnel 80 m long is nearing comple tion 
at MSC. An artis t 's conception of the completed tunnel is shown in Figure 4. 
The tunnel , 4 m in diameter , is enclosed inside an insulated, air-conditioned 
tunnel so that its ambient temperature can b, ' regulated to within ± 2D F over the 
entire length. It can be evacuated to 10-3 torr For this testing, a hard vacuum 
is neither needed nor available; instead, :l controlled atmosphere is obtained. 
An optical track runs the full length of the tube and provides a varying range 
for the test articles carried on a small cart. Two axis pedestals, accurate to 
within 10 arc seconds, are placed at the endR of the tunnel to support the test 
radar. Some of the plaIUled tests to be conducted with this facility are as 
follows: 
1. Reflectivity measurements on materials irradiated by the radar 
2. Absorption, s cattering, ~ nd dispersion measurements in various 
gases 
3. Angular and linear resolution measurements 
4. System evaluation in the presence of background radiation including 
solar, lunar, and earth. 
, In conclusion, the laser communication work at MSC may be def:lcribed 
as that of solving maj(}r problem areas by demonstrating the feasibility of 
special subsystems. Complete spacecraft communication l:Iystems are nf' t. yet 
being assembled, but the technology for this final task is being developed con-
current with the spacecraft-communication components. The deep-space vehicle 
and its mission must be better defined before the final system design can be 
implemented. 
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Current effort on the rendezvous radar is changing emphasis from semi-
conductor to solid sources to obtain greater output powers. 
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WHITE SAi~DS MISSILE RANGE STATION FOR MSC-4 
By R. W. Ward 
Manned Spacecral~. Cepfer 
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The initial planning for MSC-4 outlined the testing of an optical communi-
cations ystem. Later , it was decided to test the system during the flight oJ 
Gemini VII. The flight plan for the mission had already been arranged, thereby 
placing a constraint on the quantity of atmospheric data that could be obtained. 
The data received will be used to verify existing models of the atmosphere 
and to develop a more detailed model. 
When a statistical analysis of a phenomenon is made, two of the most 
important parameters are the variance and the autocorrelation function. These 
parameters are defined in Figure 1. The variance can be interpreted as a meas-
ure of the fluctuation of the value of a function from its mean. The square root 
of the variance is the generally accepted standard deviation. The autocorrelation 
function is a measure of the dependence between any two values in a nonfluctuat-
ing process, V(t) and V(t + y) , where y is an arbitrary time delay. 
R (y) as shown in Figure 1 is referred to as the long-term autocorrelation 
function, since the values of y are long when compared with the time between 
pulses. In Fi<Yure 2 the short-term autocorrelation fu ction is shown. Here, a 
dependence is investigated over values of y which are compatible with the dura-
tion of each individual pulse. This function provides a measure of pulse de-
gradation and pulse stretching caused by dispersive effects of the atmosphere. 
A block diagram of the correlation equipment used at the White Sands 
Receiving Station is shown in Figure 3. The signal. after being collected by the 
optics and detected by the photomultiplier tube, is pre amplified and sent to the 
data collection and analysis complex. A wide-bandpass amplifier is used to 
multiply a part of the signal, which is then recorded on an RCA model TR-5 
video tape recorder. 
From this video tape, most of the data will be analyzed and reduced in 
the laboratory. However , on-site data processing is used to obtain real-time 
analysis and to improve resolution in the measurement of the short-term auto-
correlation function. This is possible since the bandwidth of the circuit is wider 
than that of the video tape recorder . 
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A time reference that can be related to the spatial position of spacecraft 
in orbit will be provided for the audio channel of the video recorder and for one 
channel of a 7-channel FM tape recorder. A part of the signal is sent through 
a pulse stretching network and is recorded on a second channel of the FM re-
corder. To insure that the analysis is made on transmitted pulses and not on 
random noise pulses, a periodicity extraction network is used to control a gate. 
This allows only signals with a period of 100 cycles, plus or minus a small in-
crement, to be passed into the autocorrelator. The ,autocorrelator consists of 
a delay line with five outlets, corresponding to five values of 'Y. The output 
signals from the autocorrelator are multiplied electronically by the original 
signal, and the results integrated. The sums are then stored in channels 3 
through 7 of the FM recorder. 
One model of the atmos here can be constructed of small patches having 
index-of-refraction values which vary randbmly about some average. If the 
mean size of these patches is p, then a solution of the wave equation leads to 
relations shown in Figure 4. These relations state that the signal variance de-
pends reciprocally on wavelength. Further, the signal variance depends directly 
on range and the product of average patch size lmd atmospheric i~~~~o~­
refraction variance. It has also been shown that for signal propagation in a ran-
domly varying medium, the autocorrelation function for the signal.l.. equal to 
the autocorrelation function for the mediun •. 
The types of data to be collected at the White Sands Receiving Site and 
the interpretation of the data in relation to the stati ctical properties of the 
atmospherc have been discussed. The facility will be set up and operated by 
Melpar, Inc. , under contract to the Manned Spacecraft Center. 
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Many important spac~ missions of the future, including the moon landing, 
requil'e rendezvous and docking. A list of s'lch missions include:'l orbital refuel-
ing, supply shuttles to large manned space stations, assembly of large complexes 
in orbit, and space rescue operations. Furthermore, many of these missions 
will require completely automatic operation of the guidance and docking equip-
ment. 
Clearly, with rendezvous being so\important an ('peration in space, the 
guidance equipment of the future must use the most efficacious techniques avail-
able. The guidance package should be characterized by simplicity and reliability. 
It should be small, lightweight, and of low power consumption. 
A developmental program during the past four years, investigating laser 
and optical techniques for rendezvous and docking, has established that a laser 
radat' and tracker will provide such a package. The program has progressed 
from a feasibility study, through a breadboard development and evaluation, to a 
test prototype development that is nearly complete. The breadboard develop-
ment and evaluation has established feasibility and practicality. The prototype 
development is a first attempt at packaging the system in a possible spaceflight 
configuration and has already provided a clear-cut indicatioll of the size, weight, 
and power advantages of a laser system over more conventional approaches. 
Plans now being formulated include testing the prototype on a rendezvous 
simulator and in aircraft; a thorough reevaluation of various rendezvouH re-
quirements; a continuing study of newer optical techniques; and finally, design, 
fabrication, and integration of an experimental system to be flown and tested 
operationally on an earth orbit mission. 
The prototype optical guidance system uses both pulsed and cw radar 
techniques. A laser beacon is used on the target vehicle for acquisition. Image 
dissectors generate angular information for acquisition and tracking. Figure 1 
is a blo~k diagram of the system. 
The acquisition system uses a wide-angle laser beacon on the target ve-
hicle and a wide-angle telescope and image dissector on the chaser. The image 
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dissector is a photomultiplier in which a small internal tiperture is used to limit 
the active area of the photocathode. By electrostatic focusing and magnetic de-
flection of the electrons emitted from the cathode) the active area r-an be made to 
scan across the face of the tube. Thus, by a quadrature magnetic field,a small 
instantaneous field of view may be scanned over a larger field of view to generate 
angular information for acquisition and tracking purpos\.~s. 
Ac uisition is erformect as indicated in Figures 2 and 3. The chaser 
system image dissector is raster scanned to locate the target beacon. Once the 
beacon comes into the field of view,acquisition occurs. The image dissector 
then goes into a cross scan mode and generates angular information causing the 
chaser to align to the beacon. When alignment occurs the target will be illumi-
nated by the gallium a.rsenide laser transmitter on the chas3r. The target con-
tains a similar angle detector that ap r ws alignment to the chaser. Once both 
vehicles are aiigned,acquisition is completed. The system goes into the tracking 
mode and is prepared for the rendezvous maneuver. 
When the two vehicles are aligned the target falls within the field of view 
of the tracking telescope. This telescope is coaxial with the acquisition tele-
scope and uses the same image dissector to generate ~racking information. At 
the completion of the acquishion phase the target beacop. is turned off. Corner 
reflectors on the target retUl'n a portion of the chaser transmitter signal back to 
the chaser. Tracking ' alignment is maintained by imaging the return beam on the 
tracking detector. 
The gallium arsenide laser transmitter on the chaser performs a dual 
purpose in that it provides the signal for tracking and also generates range 
information to an accuracy of 30 m. Range is determined by measuring the time 
dela.y between the transmission of a laser pulse and the return of the pulse from 
the target. The time delay measurement is achieved with a digital c'ounter system 
using a 4. 88-MHz clock. The laser pulse starts the clock, and the return pulse 
stops it. The accumulated count is transferred to a storage register for read-
out ~nd data processing purposes. 
The shor~-range system is activated at a range of 3 krn and operates until 
docking is complete. An incoherent gallium arsenide diode continuously modu-
lated at 4. 88 MHz is used for this transmitter. The purpose of the syste~n 1s to 
supplement the long-range system by generating vernier range information to an 
accuracy of 10 cm. I Figure 4 is a block diagram of the short-range system. 
The output of the short-range register is added to the output of the long-range 
register to produce an unambiguous range reading. 
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A phase locked voltage controlled oscillator is used as a tracking filter 
': ; suppress noise. Heterodyne techniques are used to permit phase measure-
ments between transmitted and return signals at a low frequency by a digital 
meaAurement of time delay. 
Figure 5 is a photograph of the breadboard chaser vehicle system. The 
breadboard is presently in-house and is being prepared ~or use in making ex-
perimental acql.'lsition m~asurements. The photog:>:'aph shows the chaser optical 
head whic b contains both transmitters, the tracking and acquisition telescopes, 
and the tracking and ranging detectol'.,. The electronics package contains the 
following: the upper two racks are the tracking and acquisition electtonics, the 
next rack is readout and display equipment, the fourth and fifth racks are for 
signal conditioning, and t17e bottom rack contains the ranging circuitry. 
Th~ prototype consists of a miruatnrized optical head mounted un a track-
ing pedestal to _Simulate spacecraft angular motion. Microelectronics have been 
used in all the electronics. Figure 6 is a diagram of the prototype chaser optical 
head. The refractive opti(;al elements with the hole through the center comprise 
the acquisition telescope. The larger reflective telescope is for tracking and 
ranging. A miniaturized image di~sector mounted coaxially with the optics is 
used for acquisition and tracking. A beam splitter diverts part of the incoming 
signal to the photo tube for range detection. 
The short-range transmitter is shown in front of the main telescope 
secondary. The small package mounted on the outer shell of the telescope is 
the laser transmitter. The target vehicle tracker is identical to the acquisition 
telescope shown here , except without the hole. 
Figure 7 depicts the chaser prototype mounted on the tracking pedestal. 
Figure 8 is a closeup of the optical head and the microminiaturized tracking and 
acquisition electronics; Figure 9 shows the electronic package. The same type 
circuitry will be used for ranging and signal conditioning. 
The pl'Ototype development is a first attempt to build a reasonable pack-
age and is in no way limited by the state of the art. Figure 10 indicates the 
physical characteristics and capabilities of the package; Figure 11 compar·es 
the prototype with two state-of-the-art rendezvous radars, using microwaves. 
Clearly, the laser system .0 already more than competitive. 
Plans are now being formulated that will lead to experimental flight 
testing of a laser rendezvous radar in earth orbit. A test program is no\ being 
prepared for the ~1"ototype system. The maj .r tests will be docking maheuvers 
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on a rendezvous simulat.or and acquisition, tracking, and ranging tests in air-
craft. The results of the test program coupled with a review of requiremer.ts for 
various rendezvous missions will aid in determining the characteristics of the 
flight version of the optical guidance system. 
During the next year a complete flight test plan will be determined. The 
flight model of the optical guidance system will undergo preliminary def'ign. The 
design will incorporate the positive results of investigations into mOLe advanced 
techniques. Any advanced techniques considered wi.ll be breadboarded and proven 
before incorporation into the flight model. 
One possible conn urati n using mor_e ~dvanced techniques is shown in 
Figure 12. This concept uses laser beam steerel.' s on the chaser vehicle. The 
use of these devices would allow freedom from either spacecraft l.ttitllde contro~ 
or a gimbaled tracking head as is necessary in the prototype. The use of be am 
steerers is now under investigation in house. Also, note the use of cw injection 
lasers in the concept of Figure 12. The develo!>ment of cw room temperature 
injectIOn lasers is expected in the near future. Their use would allow multiple 
frequency or swept frequency radar techniques for range determination and 
would result in the elimination of one transmitter on the chaser. Furthermore, 
these techniques coupled with the use of higher frequency image dissectors now 
available would allow ranging, tracking, and acquisition &11 with a single de-
tectOl'. With the development of better and mor"! powerful lasers a system as 
depicted in Figure 12 might ultimately weigh less than half the present version 
and in addition pre vide all the implied advantages that go with freedom from 
attitude control or gimbal requirements. 
The two devclopmental models are serving to demonstrate the practicali~ 
of optical and laser tech!liques for space guidance problernG. Future models wil 
use similar ranging and tracking techniques, but will become smaller and ' more 
ve . satile as better sources become available. Furthermore, use of some of the 
a(h ,.nced optical techniques, such as laser beam steerers . will result in very 
advantageous system configurations for which therc are no microwave counter-
parts. 
Present schedules call for preliminary design of a spaceworthy optical 
guidance system within a year. Any new techniques that are incorporated will 
be proven in breadboard de monstrations. The first flight tests are pOb ::; ible 
within two and one-half years. 
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OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS FOR 
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Present day capability of placing large ~xp(. rimental packages in space, 
along with the rapid development of lasers and associated optical c.omponents, 
would seem to make the exploitation of t~e optical spectrum for space applica-
tions inevitable. Judicious choice of flight experiments to be performed in the 
relatively near future can be invaluable in the implementation of optical com-
munication, tracking, and guidance systems for future NASA programs. Because 
of the high degree of commonality of optical problems in space, proper selection 
of flight experiments will provide invaluable scientific and engineering data 
necessary for future design and use of large diffraction~1imited optical systems 
for space astronomy. 
The particular Optical Technology Apollo Applications Program that will 
be· discussed has a past, a present, and a future. What is intended to be examined 
here is the technical and philosophical life of the program on the a ssumptIOn that 
"the unexamined life is not worth living. " 
Thp. premise of the program is that therCl are a p'lmber of experiment 
using the optical spectrum that need to be perfnrmed in space; and tt.ese experi-
me:lts are so systematically related that theIr performance in a single integrated 
package represents appreciable aavantages; 
1. The various experiments can be performed with reasonab ' common 
elements. 
2. The conditions requ,ired for the experiments are reasonably commo~ 
i. e. , o rbits , guidance and cpntrol, attitude stabilization • 
. 
3. The integrated experimental package itself can be considered as a 
single experiment giving needed design knowledge. 
. An e;~amillation of the literature reveals tiat there is a general agreement 
a~ to the P,Otentialities of the optical spectrum for deep space. T.'1e utility of 
space-borne telescopes, manned or unmanned, has not been seriously questioned. 
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There have been, of course, mauy statements as to the difficulties of realizing 
that potential. 
Tht:! principal. adv~tage of the laser for communication lies in its ability 
to deliver a higrJy collimated (fractional arc-second), high-energy, high-
freql'ency beam with relatively small apertures. High bandwidth is a conse-
quence of these features. The greatest criticisms are generally based upon the 
difficulty of_pointing such a beam and her.-!e a limitation upon the degree of useful 
':!ollimation. Other criticisms are based upon the problem of the ~tmosphere in 
the transmission link and the requirement for the use of diffraction-limited 
optics. Figure 1 shows the size of apel'ture required to achieve these diffraction-
limIted beams as a function of wavelength. For example, an HeNe laser operating 
at 0.6328 J.L would require apprOXimately a 127-cm (50-in.) aperture to achieve 
a O. 1-arc sec beamwidth (h~f power); yttrium aluminum garnet, neodymium 
rtoped, at 1. 06 J.L would require a 215. 9-cm (85 -in.) aperture for a O. 1-arc sec 
lJeam; and a CO2 nitrogen laser at 10.6 J1 a 215-cm (85-in.) aperture for a 1-arc 
sec beam. 
The principal advantage of the space-borne telescope for astronomical 
_use l~es in the elimination of the atmosphere as part of the "seeing" path. The 
space-borne telescope allows observation without the deleterious absorbing and 
scattering effects of the atmosphere; and it allows the resolution to be limited 
only by the aperture and optical imperfections rather than the approximate 1 
arc second allowed by the atmosphere. Some of the problems associated with 
realizing the advantage of the a. tronomieal telescope in spaee are: focus and 
alignment, pointing, stabilization and attitude control, attaining and maintenance 
of the mirror figu re , and man's function in the system. Again, these are prob-
lems that are present in all space-borne optical systems . 
Other papers herein have indicated the nature and degree of MSFC's in-
volvement in optical technology, laser and lase r components, and systems 
development. Thi s progra m has been pursued in close cooperation with ·,)ART. 
In 1963, MSFC and OART believed that the state of laser and optical technology 
was at such a point that the planning for a major space experimental sy stem was 
both warranted and needed to secure necessary experimental data anu to pro ide 
an engineering demonstration o~ optical technology capabilities on a timely basis. 
To explore this belief further, a contract was It! to the Perkin-Elme r Corpora-
tion by MSFC ill June 1964. The CQI.tract was C'ntil.!ed "Determina tion of Optical 
Technology Experiments for a Satellite" and was completed in February 1965. 
In an experimental effort of the nature we are cIi. cu::; s ing, the experim nts 
and the spacecraft tend to become one. To avoid too great a generality and to 
provide a ·study framework for this iuitial 0ffort)a Saturn lB-Centaur la unc h 
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capability" a as wned. This assumption did not, and stlll does not, mean that 
there ha been any ort of precommitment to Ods configura tion. Perkin-Elmer 
wa also dirccted to asswne that p;: rt of the exp l'imental package would be tl e 
incorporation of a primary reflector of. sufficient size to uncover major problem 
involved in the operation and maintenance of large diffractioll-limited urfaces 
in space , th~ t one exp ' riment wo uld be the e tablishm nt of a two-way , lO-MHz 
bandwidth, lasl r communication and tracki -,,; link between th pacecraft a nd a 
grollud tation or tations , and that thi link wo uld be used to examine the proble m 
of deep-space communications . These requirements v.-ere not particlllarly re-
strictive, but, rather , they tendeJ to coal see a grea t many optiea1 ~echnology 
r E'q uir ments . To reiterate, sor"c af th'J requirements of both deep-space-
C)mmUlllcation systems and of space-borne telesc ope are diffrac tion -limited 
performance of large apertu.rE's , ~-rac tion:1 1 arc sec.:ond guidance , bolation from 
vehicular disturbanccf5, and ground controlled te s ting and adju tment. 
In 111 xec ution of the study Perkin-Elmer noted that there wa ufficient 
commonality in problems associated with the primary mirror and the require-
ments for a deep-space commun;cation sy tern to allow ";vncentration on the 
communication aspect with no appreciable loss in generality . The selected ex -
periments, or e>.:perimental areas , are listed. The cornm,ullcation experiments 
\i e re cho en, where practical, to .J" mon trate communi atio.1 requirem ents for 
ranges to lGO x 106 km (100 x 1_06 .-d. 
The selected list of optical technology experiment that re lllted from 
thi (:) tudy a re: 
1. atm ospherk scintillation effec ts on coherent beam , 
2. atmo pher.ic effects on plane a nci circlllarly pola rized light, 
J . r mote m,mual optical a lignment on earth by an eye-hand ervoloop, 
4. optic.n.i hL:te roclyne detection on the a te llitz , 
5. ~ptical hete rodyne dt:tection at the ground t.ation, 
Co 6. tracking to 0.1 arc.: se..:ond in the atelli te, 
7. pOint a hp'ld experiment, 
pace-to-gTound-to- pa e 10 p cio ure, 
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9. tracking in pre:::;ence of spac c raft motion, 
10. t 1 :::; 'ope ~usp nsion system compari on, 
11. transfer of tracking from ground station A to grow1d ·, tation B, 
12. earthshin , ffects on acq uisition and tracking schemes , 
13. communication system \' ith a bandwidth of 10 MHz, a.nd 
14. on-board determination of the effects of pace e nvironm nt on the 
la rge diffra tion-limited opti 
An examination of this preliminary li ~~ L bears out our previous stutement 
al ut the commonali ty of experimental con ',Lions, compon nts, and the overall 
sy t mati r elationship. The P rkin-Elmer final report discu ses these eX'Pe ri-
mcnts in sum detail. All we can do here is touch lightly upon a f v: of them 
for conceptual purpo es . 
The basie cOllcept for the two-way experimental a nd comm w1ication link 
L for th ground t2.tion and the spac cr ft each to have a laser beacon and a 
pr cise trac king sy 'L m so that ea<;h can track the other. Figure 2 shows a 
po. sible configuration for the · pacecra!f" \ hich \ ould !1ave two telescopes with 
\ hich to perform the basic experim nt f)f acq uiring, LJ.'U ' king to 0.1 arc s c , 
and communicating wi th large inform tion band\' idtl , tu the gro'lnd station. No 
sophi ticated xperiment , uch as point a h ad , tracking tran fer , etc . , would 
b atte mpted \ ith tel scope 1; r liable performance \l ould be the main goal. 
Tel cope 2" is the same size, but it is equipped to perfo!'l11 such experiments 
point ahead, tracking transfer , optical hetclodyning, and use of different 
1a er and lase r optical compollent . 
A ynchronou circ ular orbit with the orbit plan tilt d from 3Go to 60< 
to the equatorial p1&ne ems weU uited to t e p riment requirement. A low-
a1titud orbit .. ould require exce Sive angular tracking rates L\ 'iew of O. 1-a 1'c 
ec tracking accuracy and wo uld not simi" "lte the angular rates encounterf!d in 
de p p. . A sy nchronou c ir ular orb: t i~ th C)uatorial plan \ a uld giv no 
angulal " mati n. If the orbit plan i tilted to th quatorial plan , an obs rv r 
on th equator would s th atcllile p rform a figur ight motion. For an orbit 
plane tha t i 60· to th quato,' ial\Jlan , th maximum a::; /-w<' - t and north-south 
an '-utar rat a ob e rv don th quator ar v r clO H til arth r tation rat 
and -"pecLed pace rat . of 70 p. radian/ econd . Th an u a r rat wou ld be 
modifi d rO!" an obs rv r ::;ituated away from the equato r . It may be that an llip-
tica l ynchr In U ' orbit \\ould I more practical. This would d p nd on th launch 
v hicl , launch s i/ p gr una taU on 10 alion, and pac craft wight and siz . 
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The use of beamwidths of the order of a few tenths of an arc econd 
requires that the bea m be accurately pointed to a fraction of its beam width if it 
is to comrr.1micate with another station. A scheme for tracking to O. 1 arc second 
and then pointing a laser to a few tenths arc second in the proper direction is 
shown in Figure 3. Common optics are used rather than a tracking telescope 
and a transmitting telescope because of the Slze reduction and the difficulty of 
bore sighting and maintaining the boresight of two lal'ge independent telescopes. 
Both the ground station and the spacecraft could have telescope systems similar 
t,o this. 
The received light from the ground station will be reflected by the pri-
mary New tonian flat and reflec ted to th<:: coarse optical tracking sensor. The 
error signal is generated by a prism that splits the focused light into four de-
tectors. This error signal is used to move the telescope so that the received 
light falls through a hole onto a secondary mirror and, through optics, to a fine 
tracking sensor of the same gene ral type as the coarse ~en~or. The field of 
view through the hole is 2 arc minutes. Because the mass of the telescop~ is so 
large, the fine tracking is done with a transfer lens. As the image moves off 
the apex of the prism, the error signals generated are fed to a transfer lens 
to bring the image back to the apex of the prism. At the same time this motion 
of the transfer lens correc ts the pointing of the transmitter laser (Fig. 3). 
This technique has been used in Stratoscope II to track to O. 1 arc second. The 
information is then transmitted by a laser and modulator that transmits back 
out the same optics. If point ahead is required, a transfer lens can be placed 
at the laser to give the desired lead angle. 
The Gregorian telescope is shown only for the purpose of illustrating 
the concept. It has a disadvantage in that the secondary mirror i beyond the 
focus of the primary. This makes the telescope rather long if an 81. 3-cm 
(32-in.) primary is desired. A Cassegrain form has the secondary in front of 
the focus of the primary and thus can be shorter. At this stage of design, a 
modified Cassegrain known as a Ritchey-Chretien form with an 81. 3-cm (32-in.) 
f/3 primary held to 1/50 wavelength appears to be a good choice. It has good 
off-axis properties to ± O. 5° • 
Another requirement for a deep-space optical communication link is the 
abillty to point a laser back at a distant transmitter. This will almost always 
require a point ahead because of the transverse velocity of the two stations rela-
tive to each other. The lead angl9 for !i two-way link is about 2 arc seconds per 
1. 6 km/sec (1 mi/sec) transverse velocity. The velocity of the earth in orbit 
arlJund the sun is about 29 km/ sec (18 mil sec) ; therefore, for a station in deep 
space, lead angles up to 36 arc seconds may be required. The spacecraft may 
add transverse velocity that might increase or decrease this lead angle. 
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The proper lead angle can be computed on earth or in the spacec raft 
because C~ ., geometry of the two stations is know:1 from tracking data. The 
transmitted beam from the spacecraft must then be pointed ahead at the proper 
angle. The accuracy of the lead angle, which is to be provided by the transfer 
lens mentioned earlier, must be less than the transmitted beamwidth to hit the 
ground beacon. A device that i.s O. 1 percent accurate would give an error thl:'.t 
is less than anticipated beamwidths. It is believed that this can be done. How-
ever, the proper direction in which to pOint ahead must be determined. For a 
O. 1-arc sec beamwidth and a 36-arc sec point ahead, the accuracy with which 
this angle must be measured is 0.05° or 3 arc minutes. For smaller lead 
angles or larger beamwidths, the accuracy required is less severe. 
Two methods are considered at the present to establish this reference 
angle. One is to polarize the light of the ground beacon to the proper lead angle. 
This could be detected at the spacecraft, and the spacecraft could be rolled about 
the telescope line of sight to the proper direction and the lead angle could be fed 
to the transfer lens. This technique could be fairly Simply mechanized. An 
orbital spacecraft could us~ this method, bL.t calculations show that this method 
has a serious drawback in the case of deep space because of low signal-to-noise 
ratio. This is true because of the fraction of total received power used for this 
polarization sensor. A second technique might use a &tar tracker to establish 
a given direction; the proper lead angle could then be computed. 
ft. point ahead experiment is being considered. The experiment could use 
the polarization technique. To simulate a 36-arc second lead angle, a ground 
station could be located 5.8 km (3.6 mO away (corresponding to 36 arc seconds 
at 32 200 km (20 000 mi) from the ground beacon. The satellite could then per-
form. the point ahead angle experiment, and the beam would be received at that 
ground station. Evaluation of the ability to perform point ahead can be made from 
the experiments. 
Because we consider the tracking and point ahead to be critical experi-
ments, MSFC has instituted a contract with Perkin-Elmer to study theoretically 
and experimentally the following points: 
1. boresight alignment, 
2. focusing, 
3. laser beam wander, 
4. point ahead, 
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5. rotltionalline··of-sight measurements, and 
6. laser beam transmitter-receiver interfere nce. 
Sample calculations on what can be done in the communica tion area are 
shown in FigUl'es 4 and 5. The lin:itinp- ass umptions are noted on Ll)e charts . 
The ability to transmit this data rate or better, of course, is dependent on hO'N 
able we are to solve the laser tracking and point ahead problems that have been 
discussed. 
Ex~riments are planned to determine the merit::. of optical heterodyne 
detection. The theoretical advantage of optical heterodyne detecti0!"1 i.,; that of 
increased sensitivity in the presence of high background radiation. However, 
there clr:1 practical problems that will limit its use. One is the increased com-
plexity because frequency-stable lasers that must have elaborate control and 
must account for large Doppler shifts are required. Second, the atmosphere 
will partially destroy the coherence of the wavefront at the collector and thus 
degrade the performance. 
Coherent or heterodyne detection experiments could be performed. Trpse 
results can then be compared to a communication link using predetection narrow 
band filteri .. o _ ..... rent detection. 
A class of experiments that has considerable bearing oa optical hetero-
dyning and any other mode of optical communication is that dealing with 
atmospheric effects on optical transmission. Experiments to measure the 
effects of the atmosphere on coherent beams are: 
1. Measurement must be made of the amplitude and frequency distribu-
tion of light after passing through the whole atmosphere. 
2. Angle of arrival fluctuations should be measured. This would be 
useful in tracking system performance evaluation. 
3. Since polarization might be used to detennine the refereace angle 
for point ahead and in a pulse code modulation! polarized light communication 
system, the effect of the atmosphere on pJ3.l1e polarized and circularly polarized 
light needs to be determined. 
These experiments would be carried out fO.r earth-to-spacecraft and 
spacecraft-to-earth paths as a function of collector aperture size, laser fre-
quency, meteorological conditions, and slant angles. 
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We have mentioned before that a major advantage of the lase :- was its 
ability in conjunction with suitable optics to deliver a highly (;ollimated beam of 
light from relatively small apertures. To do this it is required that the primary 
mirror in th telescope and the other optics be diffraction-limited. The monitor-
ing of thi performance as well as the possibility of making corrective adjust-
ments is an experimental area of great importance. 
One rather simple but effective monitoring meth<:d is to measure the 
pattern of the beam on earth and determine if the beam pattern corresponds tb the 
theoretically calculated Airy disL This test would not involve corrective pro-
cedures nor would it detern_ine what part of the mirror has departed from its 
original shape. 
To make a thorough analysis of the :igure of the primary mirror, it 
would be necessary to place a measurement apparatus in the spacecraft. A 
phase measurement technique could be utilized to monitor the mirrar. Because 
of the complexi ty of such a technique, a man might be necessary in the loop for 
this measurement. This would possibly require some sort of eye-hand servo-
loop with the man making the ne_assary alignments with television. With such 
a technique, every section of the mirror could be examined and a pl(~0edure 
c~rried out to correct for slight changes in the shape of the mirror. The details 
for this experiment have not been determined at this time. However, such an 
experiment is worthwhile and further study will be made. 
If we refer again to the list of experiments given earlier in this paper, it 
is obvious Lhat we have taken only a superficial look at some of the experiments 
and have not even discussed others on the list. The intention has been only to 
give a feeling for the !'tature or g '3 neral class of the experiments and to under-
core the close interrelationship of the majority of them. It is not given as some 
inviolable list thaf is subject to no modification or rejection. However, we do 
feel strongly that this list and the study connected with it does justify the view-
point that there are a substantial number of optical technology experiments that 
a re closely related, use common elements, and share a common space environ-
ment requirement; and furthermore, that these experiments are feaSible and 
can be performed with present or near present technology. It is intere sting to 
note that essentially every experiment on this list is discussed in some deptb by 
papers given at this conference, papers represe'ltative not only of MSFC interests 
bllt those of other NASA Centers. 
So far we have discussed the past. Now we would like to discuss some of 
our prese nt and future plans. Earlier, the statement was made that the Perkin-
Elmer study was deliberately made somewhat restrictive to prevent too much 
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generalization. However, the results of that study have given u such a f eling 
of confidence in the desirability and feasibility of such an experimental packag 
that an expanded study was deemed desira ble . An examination of the 14 expe ri -
ments uggests that we can mahe four broad and systematically related cate-
gories: 
1. optical technology with emphasis on diffractio~-limited performance , 
fractional arc-second guidance, and inflight testing and adjusting of optical 
systems, 
2. optic I communication and tracking with emphasis on deep-space 
aspects, 
3. effects of the aerospace environment on the optical teclUlology and 
communication problems with special empha~is on Ulermal problems, isolation 
from vehicle disturbance (man-made or otherwise), detection and correction of 
deterioration of optical quality, effects of background radiation and atmospheric 
effects on transmission, and 
4. other experiments compatible with 1, 2, and 3, but that will not 
Interfere with the basic purpose of 1, 2, and 3. 
Of course, the consideration of these experimental categories must in-
clude a definite determination of man's possible function in the experiments and 
the rr .. lximum ut~ization of Apollo hardware. 
In looking at the categories one might decide that they are so broad as to 
include anything. This is not intended. For example, we do not picture this as 
an astronomical pac),age, in the sense 01 going through a routine of observation 
of celestial bodies. It is desired that the teclmology experiments generate data 
of use t.o those plalUling large space observa tories. Again, for example, we do 
not intend that the experiments be devoted to earth observational sciences but we 
would hope that the technique and experimental data gained could be of great 
service in this area. 
Two parallel study contracts were let in October 1965 by MSFC with 
OART's concurrence, one with the Chrysler Corporation and the other with the 
Perkin-Elmer Corporation. The experimental categories we have just been 
discussing are incorporated into the contract objectives. The reason for the 
two contracts is to obtain competent, independent, teclmical viewpoints. A t the 
termination of the studies we intend to have enough information to intelligently 
choose between possible, and alternative, experimental systems and to have 
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es ta bli she d the feasilJility of the program in e nough detail to make lJOS ibl~ a n 
intelligent \;hoic e as to whether or not to lJro<.: eed further . We will al so llave 
dete rmined how the expe rime ntal syste ms can best make maxin um u (;; of NASA 
dev elolJed hardware a nd tec lmologY i in other WOlds, how it r:an best fit if!to th e 
Apollo AplJlication s Progra m. 
Previously it was mentioned tha t the expe rime ntal ai'eas we a re con-
s ide ring should be of consideral)le interes t to ol.her c ente r s . While OART has 
selec ted MSFC to ma nage the s',udy pl'og;rarn, dir .c t partkijJation of interested 
NASA c;enters i s both solicited and eXlJeded. To prov ide 1'01'111 and s ub ci lance to 
tha t pa rtic ipation we have reques ted OART to assis t us in se tting up an Ad Hoc 
Working Group. The group would be composed of me mbe r s fr o m va riou.s inLe r-
es ted cente r s and NASA Headquarters e le ments. This would be done to ins ure 
tha t the total technica l input of NASA is conside r ed rather than jus t that of MSFC. 
It would give all concerned an opportwlity to eva luate the s uggested experiments 
as the contrac tor proceeded. Suc;h a working group co uld give mater ial ass is tance 
in ge tting maxi mum value from the two contrac tua l studies. 
Ra the r tha n reitera te wha t we have sa id several times, I s ha ll bring this 
paper to a n e nd with a Shakespearian quotation, " The r e i s a tide in the aITairs 
of men which, take n a t the floo d, leadt; on to fortune; - - - ." We believe 111at space 
optical and la::;e r technology is in such a flood tide; and that, by purs uing the 
Optical Technology E>..-periment System approac h, a techni<.: a l fortw1e is possible . 
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SOME ASTROPHYS ICAl INSTRUMENTATION 
CONSIDERATIONS RELArED TO SPACE 
OPTI CAL TECHNOLOGY _ 3 1 773 
G. A. Vacca 
NASA Headquarters 
Instrumentation is fundamental to the success of all NASA missions. 
Manned earth orbital flights; landings on the moon; unmanned scientific flights to 
Mars, Venus, or other celestial bodies; all require sensors and instruments on 
the ground and in spacecraft for success. 
In the context of space exploration, astrophysical instrumentation de-
scribes those devices needed to study the phenomena encountered in the earth's 
atmosphere and in interplanetary and interstellar space and to mea ure the 
characteristic physical properties of celestial ;)odies and their environments. 
'" Typical phenomena to be measured are gravitational and electromagnetic fields; 
the radiation and composition of planetary atmospheres; interplanetary charged 
particle fields; and the spectr a of stellar radlation. Since the penetration of the 
earth ' s acrnosphere has now become almost routine, the previously limited 
observable spectrum has givp.n way to the ~omplete spectrum from cosmic and 
'Y rays to the far infrared and radio waves, 
Complementary to the astrophysical category of instrumentation, other 
instruments are required to test the behavior of launch vehicles, spacecraft 
mflterials, and models in simulator facilities and to measure spacecraft integrity 
and pe rformance during prelaunch and launching and in transit. 
II. addition, for manned space flight, another category of instrumzntation 
is require·J for the measurement of physical, physiological, and biological 
factor!>. To illustrate the wide vari0ty of instrumentation required for space 
exploraEon, Figure 1 shows a variety of instrumentation that might be required, 
for exmnple, by a space station such as one might use for a Manned Orbiting 
Teles('ope. 
The third column of the chart headed "Scientific Observation" lists those 
instruments that would be required primarily to obtain scientific data. The 
first two columns list those instnlments required to monitor the spacecraft and 
men, and the fourth column lists items required to support and insure accuracy 
of measurements. 
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The relationship between astrophysical instrumentation and optical 
technology is a dual one. One is to support the advancement of optical technology, 
and the second is to exploit it to obtain better scientific data. 
A few examples of the wide variet~ of instrumentation problems will be 
considered. 
Although many types of ionization gages for measuring ultra-high vacuum 
have been developed in the last decade both here and abroad, none of these can 
properly measure the vacuum found in space. Shown in Figure 2 are a number 
of these gages, and their ranges, and estimates of the vacuum pressure in space. 
At ultra-high vacuum, the common concept of "pressure" is no longer valid. 
For example, at atmospheric pressure, there are approximately !019 particles 
per cubic centimeter in random motion. This large number permits the use of 
statistical averaging of the random gas particle motion to measure "pressure. " 
At the pressure estimated to exist at lunar and interplanetary dist:mces (1015 
torr), there are only 10 particles present in 1 cubic centimeter of gas, and 
statistical averaging cannot be used. The l'=lvel to which low pressure can be 
measured is still orders of magnitud~ from the desired level. Absolute meas-
uring methods do not exist for very low pressure and are urgently needed. The 
development of mass spect~ometer techniques for measuring gas compositions 
has progressed to a point where the use of intense ior: sources and more advanced 
electronic cOLmting systems should m-'\· ~ it possible to increase the sensitivity 
of these analytic devices by several orders of mag1!itude. Knowledge of the 
qualitative and quantitative composition vf gas residues in evacuated chambers 
can then be used to analyze possible sources of system limitation and thus to 
investigate new techniques for measuring very low pressures. 
Here the advent of ~~ las~ makes it possible to change from p:lrely 
passive remote sensing into an active/passive investigation, similar to radar. 
A strong laser source will not only serve for communication and tracking, but 
it would be an investigating source for actively detennining characteristics of 
pl?netary atmospheres and their density by pulse interrogation. 
For example, to obtain accurate data on density in the upper atmosphere, 
systems are being developed using the principle of backscatter of electro-
magnetic radiation as shown in Figure 3. Such measurements are of primary 
importancp, in connection with possible exploration of Mars' atmosphere and land-
ings on its surface. Backscatter of laser energy is one technique being studied. 
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Another illustration of an application of optical technology to instrument 
advancement is the development of fiber 0 tic shown in Figure 4. Fiber optics 
have already been used for remote viewing and photographing of events such as 
stage separation, where environmental conditions and difficult access preyent 
direct installation of cameras or TV equipment. Their improvement toward 
wider spectral passbands and reduced absorption is desired. 
AstrophYSical iQstrumentation and measurements are intimately related 
to opto-electric and opto-electl1onic principles. The. tele scope ,_ one of the main 
instruments, has seen many improvements since Galileo first used it for 
astronomical observations. Better l( ~ ,lS design and more powerful mirrors have 
helped to penetrate the univerBe. The original sensor, the human eye, has been 
greatly helped by improved image sensors, photodetectors, and photomultipliers. 
Considerable progress in astronomy was made when these devices, together 
with physical-optical concepts and methods, were applied to widen the field of 
astronomy into the broader one of astrophysics . 
Electro-o tical sensors are being developed to attain higher resolution 
and sensitivity and wider spectral response for TV -imaging application in mete-
orological satellites and planetary p:r.obes. New methods of imaging, such as a 
photo-transistor solid-state image converter matrix as shown in Figure 5, are 
being developed. A photon-limited im&.ging system is being developed to achieve 
high gain for ultraviolet photometric studies of distant nebulae. 
Radiation such as that measured in the emission and absorption spectra 
from celestial bodies covers the whole range of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
From the radio frequency end where we measure hydrogen line intensities to the 
short-wave ultraviolet, the spectral intensity distribution, intensity fluctuations, 
Doppler phenomena, fine line structure, and other spectral observations have 
contributed to the picture that we have formed of the universe. Observations 
from the ground have been limited all through the centuries because atmospheric 
absorption permits us to look at only a portion of the overall spectrum, a band 
o 
extending roughly from 3000 to 13000 A. In removing the atmospheric barrier, 
use of the full electromagnetic spectrum permits us to widen our horizon on 
celestial observ .ions tremendously. Particularly in the ultraviolet, the spectra 
of stars and the time varying spectral intensities will provide new scientific 
data and information. 
The importance of measurements above the atmospheric and ionospheric 
layers with satellites has been accepted. Results have already contributed 
appreciably to our knowledge. We know that, in the long wavelength range as well 
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as the short wavelength range, the SlID is a variable star. We will have to com· 
pare results obtained at different times; this requires instruments with proper 
time distinction and resolution to measure fluctuations. Other complicatillns to 
add to the difficulties of satellite instrumentation are the lack of radiation 
standards in the far ultraviolet and X-ray regions to properly calibrate the 
instruments. 
Let me now mention some typical measurement problem s that we believe 
should be consider ed to obtain good data with future orbiting satellites and space 
probes: Radar measurements have contributed to the increase in accuracy of 
the astronomical unit which previously has been calculated from perturbations 
of planets and thus has been affected by the uncertainty of the planetary mass. 
For scientific space exploration we ,need to define the ratio of the astronomical 
unit to the unit of length on earth with high accuracy. Radio tracking of space 
probes such as Marinerhas provided additional data and confirmed radar rang-
ing data, but these data are not in agreement with the classically determined 
values. This leads to the base of all optical range measure.rnents , ~~e vel~ity 
of Ii ht We must take into consideration that this "constant" is not only in-
lluenced by matter of substantial density as defined in the theory oi gravity and 
relativity but also by the density distribution of interplanetary electrons. There-
fore, despite the remoteness of measurement, the local density measured from 
interplanetary space probes helps in establishing corrected light velocity data 
and thus provides corrections for the distances involved between celestial bodies. 
The other principal unit with which we deal in many measuremen .s, 
di rectly or indirectly, is time. Time is a unit that has been determined with 
considerable accuracy already . . A tomic clocks working with a stability of 10-11 
are available. This is an accuracy that corresponds to an e rror of 1 microsecond 
per day. However, if we consider the s~eed of space probes, manned or un-
manned, and the duration of missions extending to a year and more, it will be 
realized that we will require a time standard improved by two orders of mag-
nitude, to 10 -13, to permit the accurate trajectory adjustments that may have to 
be performed on manned planetary excursions. Placing atomic clocks in space-
craft and comparing them with ground station clocks may contribute to the veri-
fication of relativistic predictions, such as the gravitional red shift. 
Considering other instruments in the optical domain for astrophysical 
problems, it now appears that optical sensors have a definite role of position 
and attitude sensing for satellites. ensors of this kind make use of photo-
sensitive semiconductors, photocells, and imaging devices. 
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Spectrometers and spectrophotometers are also used for high resolution 
scanning and analysis along with interferometric techniques. Here agai.n, the 
total spectral range from microwaves to X rays is employed. Many of these 
instruments are quite well developed because of their application in sounding 
rockets; however, the usual limitations as to weight and power consumption 
still appear to be problems for their use in planetary missions. 
At present, raw data obtained by most space instruments goes through a 
variety of transformations such as amplification, modulation, rectification, 
digitization prior to data transmission, processing, or storage. All these steps 
increase system complexity and tend to decrease accuracy and reliability. 
Emphasis must be placed on transducers and sensing devices capable of pro-
viding output values in a more convenient f01\m. A sensing device producing an 
output in digital form can eliminate many of the conditioning steps as schemati-
cally shown in Figure 6. The study and investigation of methods for achieving 
digital outputs from transducers is an urgent problem requiring concentrated 
attention. 
These are a few of the instrumentation areas that must be explored to 
advance space optical technology. Figure 7 shows a summary of basic instru-
mentation r equirements. Our current program efforts in astrophysical instru-
mentation emphasize the following: 
1. Extension of Range: Development of high resolution instruments to 
cover the entire spectrum from ultraviolet to infrared. The greatest source of 
information on astronomical bodies and their evolution is contained in the ultra-
violet and infrared portion of the stellar spectrum. We would like to see sensors 
developed in the laboratory making use of new discoveries in the solid-state 
field to cover much broader spectral ranges with uniform sensitivity. The study 
of photoelectric emissions from solids and thin-films \'lill no doubt contribute to 
the expansion of the measurement ranges. For the ultraviolet area the need for 
wideband sources for calibrating these sensors is particularly apparent. De-
velopment of image tubes with long storage times with better sensitivity and 
resolution than photographic films for planetary investigations is needed. 
2. Higher Accuracies: Nearly all ~struments require better accuracy. 
3. Combined Effects of Environment: The measurement of the extent 
of solar influence and determination of its bolmdary with galactic space, for 
example, suggests that plasma, energetic particles, and magnetic fields must 
be measured simultaneously so proper time correlated data can be obtained. 
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4. Better standards: Particularly in ultraviolet and infrared. 
5. Calibration: Absolute methods rather than relative methods are 
needed. 
Not listed on this figure, but vital, is optimum compatibility of instru-
mentation for data processing. 
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